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ABSTRACT 
Probabilistic arithmetic involves the calculation of the distribution of arithmetic 
functions of random variables. This work on probabilistic arithmetic began as an 
investigation i to the possibility of adapting existing numerical procedures (devel- 
opal for fixed numbers) to handle random variables (by replacing the basic oper- 
ations of arithmetic by the appropriate convolutions). The general idea is similar 
to interval arithmetic and fuzzy arithmetic. In this paper we present a new and 
general numerical method for calculating the appropriate convolutions of a wide 
range of probability distributions. An important feature of the method is the man- 
ner in which the probability distributions are represented. We use lower and upper 
discrete approximations to the quantile function (the quasi-inverse of the distri- 
bution function). This results in any representation error being always contained 
within the lower and upper bounds. This method of representation has advantages 
over other methods previously proposed. The representation fits in well with the 
idea of dependency bounds. Stochastic dependencies that arise within the course of 
a sequence of operations on random variables are the severest limit to the simple 
application of convolution algorithms to the formation of a general probabilistic 
arithmetic. We examine this dependency error and show how dependency bounds 
are a possible means of reducing its effect. Dependency bounds are lower and up- 
per bounds on the distribution of a function of random variables that contain the 
true distribution even when nothing is known of the dependence of the random 
variables. They are based on the P~dchet inequalities for the joint distribution of a 
set of random variables in terms of their marginal distributions. We show how the 
dependency bounds can be calculated numerically using our numerical representa- 
tion of probability distributions. Examples of the methods developed are presented, 
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and relationships with other work on numerically handling uncertainties are briefly 
described. 
KEYWORDS: convolution, lower and upper probability distributions, de- 
pendency bound, Frgchet bound, spurious correlation, interval arith- 
metic, fuzzy arithmetic, functions of random variables, copula 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to develop automated systems for dealing with uncertainty it is nec- 
essary to be able to calculate the basic operations of an uncertainty calculus 
numerically. Among the many different uncertainty calculi now available, ordi- 
nary probability theory is the oldest. Surprisingly, though, there has been little 
detailed examination of numerical methods for calculating the distribution of 
arithmetic operations on random variables. Although a number of schemes have 
been proposed, so far none have met the following simple criteria: 
1. The method should allow the calculation of the distribution of all four 
arithmetic functions of random variables (not just addition and subtrac- 
tion). 
2. There should be no restrictions (or only very slight restrictions) on the 
class of random variables that can be handled. 
3. There should be a careful treatment of all the errors arising in the calcu- 
lation (particularly those due to the numerical representation adopted). 
4. The method should be computationally tractable, and the algorithms 
should be described explicitly. 
5. The method should be simple to understand and implement. 
The present paper's goal, then, is to develop amethod satisfying these criteria 
for what we will call "probabilistic arithmetic." 
In this introductory section we define the problem to be studied more pre- 
cisely and introduce the notions of dependency error and dependency bounds. 
Since we believe it is more worthwhile to develop a method with a rigorous 
foundation rather than an ad hoc technique that works for some applications, we 
will concentrate on the foundations rather than the applications of probabilistic 
arithmetic. Using the description of the necessary layering of uncertain reason- 
ing systems due to Bonissone [1, 2], we could say that we are concentrating on 
the representation a d inference layers but ignoring the control ayer. 
It is worthwhile to compare our methods with other probabilistic methods 
as well as methods based on other uncertainty calculi (such as the theory of 
fuzzy sets). While we postpone a detailed examination of this to a later paper, 
we do point out now that our method has some similarity to Jain's method 
for combining fuzzy numbers [3, 4]. Jain's method was subsequently criticized 
by Dubois and Prade [5, 6], although their own method (L-R fuzzy numbers 
[7]) is not without drawbacks either. More recently, Dubois and Prade [8] have 
examined the relationship between Moore's probabilistic arithmetic [9] (itself 
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an outgrowth of interval arithmetic [10]) and fuzzy arithmetic, by drawing on 
some results from the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [11]. Williamson 
has recently shown [12] that the normal combination rules for fuzzy numbers 
are in fact equivalent to our dependency bounds and that our limiting result 
(Williamson [13]) can be used to derive a law of large numbers for fuzzy 
variables under a general extension principle. Perhaps the work that is closest 
in spirit to that presented here is that of Grosof [14]. Grosof has taken much 
the same approach as we have in analyzing the probabilities of events and 
combinations of events (rather than arithmetic operations on random variables). 
He has shown that a special case of his interval conditional probability logic is 
actually formally identical to the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence. Several 
other authors (eg, Driankov [15] and Ursic [16]) have recently adopted an 
approach similar to that outlined in the present paper (calculation of lower 
and upper bounds on probabilities when limited dependence information is 
available). 
The Problem 
Consider the following problem. Let X and Y be two random variables with 
distribution functions Fx and Fy, respectively. Let Z = X []Y, where [] is 
some arithmetic (or other) operation. Then what is Fz, the distribution of Z? 
For any given [], if the joint distribution Fxy is known, then a solution to the 
problem in terms of an integral can be written down. The appropriate integral 
is determined from the Jacobian of transformation. I  many cases, closed-form 
solutions to the integral do not exist. While series solutions can generally be 
obtained, the resulting formulas are often very complex and are of little value 
for an automated system. 
If the joint distribution of X and Y is not known (ie, only the marginals Fx 
and Fr are known), then one cannot, even in principle, calculate Fz. One can, 
however, calculate lower and upper bounds on Fz, as was recently shown by 
Frank et al [17]. 
In this paper we develop numerical algorithms to solve both of these prob- 
lems. Algorithms are developed for calculating lower and upper bounds on Fz 
when it is known that X and Y are independent or when there is no knowl- 
edge at all of the dependency structure of X and Y. The techniques developed 
are quite general and can be used for almost all distributions. The method of 
representing the distributions and the results obtained for the convolutions are 
better than other numerical techniques that have been presented to date. The 
algorithms can be used to calculate lower and upper bounds in the manner of 
Frank et al for a much larger class of distributions than can be managed an- 
alytically. All the algorithms are described explicitly and are computationally 
efficient. They have been implemented on a minicomputer and have been used 
to calculate some example results that are included in this paper. 
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The Idea of ProlmbiHstic Arithmetic and the Need for Dependency Bounds 
The problems mentioned above arise naturally in the consideration f proba- 
bilistic arithmetic (Williamson and Downs [ 18]; the name is due to Kaplan [19]). 
The goal of probabilistic arithmetic is to replace the usual arithmetic operations 
on numbers by the appropriate operations on random variables (which are rep- 
resented by their distribution functions). This is akin to several other ideas that 
have appeared in the literature, most notably interval arithmetic (Moore [10] 
and Alefeld and Herzberger [20]) and fuzzy arithmetic (Dubois and Prade [7] 
and Kaufmann and Gupta [21]). The similarities and connections with these 
other ideas are not considered here but are examined in some detail in Part II 
of the present paper (Williamson and Downs: Manuscript in preparation) (see 
also Williamson and Downs [18, 22]). One of the goals of probabilistic arith- 
metic is to solve random algebraic equations numerically, problems for which 
the methods of solution available at present are still rather limited (see Adomian 
[23], Barucha-Reid [24], and Barucha-Reid and Sambandham [25] for a review 
of the available methods and known results). There are numerous other possible 
applications if a successful probabilistic arithmetic can be developed. 
Among the first things that need to be considered are the errors that can occur 
in a probabilistic arithmetic alculation and how they can be handled. We will 
show how one type of error, dependency error, is the most severe restriction on 
the simple application of convolution algorithms to the formation of a workable 
probabilistic arithmetic. The errors in probabilistic arithmetic can be classified 
into five types. 
• Representat ion  error. This is the error caused by the approximation of
a function defined on an uncountable subset of ~ by a finite number of 
points or coefficients. 
• ~uncat ion  error.  This error, which can be distinguished from general 
representation error for some representations, is caused by the necessity 
(for some distributions) of truncating the support of the distributions to a 
union of finite intervals. 
• Ca lcu la t ion  approx imat ion  error. This is caused by approximations made 
in developing the formulas used to implement the probabilistic arithmetic. 
For example, if a Taylor series expansion [say, for the variance of the 
product of two independent random variables in terms of their moments 
(see Hahn and Shapiro [26] and Tukey [27]) is truncated after a finite 
number of terms, then the rule itself will be only approximate. This will 
introduce rrors into the calculated results. 
• Round ing  error. This is simply the error caused by performing numeri- 
cal computations on machines with a finite wordlength. This will not be 
considered further here because in the absence of ill-conditioning it can 
easily be made arbitrarily small. In any case, it is a problem associated with 
nearly all numerical algorithms, not only those for probabilistic arithmetic. 
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• Dependency error. Dependency error is the most important type of error 
in probabilistic arithmetic. It arises in much the same manner as spurious 
correlation (Pearson [28]). It is explained by considering the following se- 
quence of operations where all the quantities are random variables. Assume 
that V, X, and Y are independent. Then calculate 
A=X/Y ;  B=X,V ;  C =A+B 
The problem is that even though the three inputs are independent, A and 
B are not, because they both depend on X. 
Although such dependencies can be handled, in principle, by techniques 
based on the Jacobian of transformation, it is impractical to contemplate 
the use of such techniques for handling sequences of computations of the 
type commonly employed in the deterministic case. Thus, in order to carry 
out sequences of operations on random variables, one is usually obliged 
(for tractability) to assume independence in cases where dependencies, 
such as the one in the above equations, exist. A major aim of the present 
paper is to investigate the question of handling the error that arises when 
independence is assumed (ie, dependency error). 
The above classification is useful for comparing the different approaches to 
representing and calculating with distribution functions. This is true even though 
no precise definition of the "error" involved has been given. There does not 
seem to be any one "best" measure of error between two distributions, as 
the best measure will depend to a large extent on what the distribution being 
calculated will be used for. 
Methods of Handling the Errors in Probabilistic Arithmetic 
We concern ourselves here only with representation a d dependency errors. 
(We discuss truncation error and approximation error in Ref. 22 and mention 
rounding errors for a specific problem arising in the section on the use of mix- 
tures for nonmonotonic operations. It will be shown in the section on numerical 
representation how a natural representation inspired by the method we develop 
to combat dependency error can essentially remove all the problems of repre- 
sentation error. The basic idea is to use lower and upper approximations to the 
desired distribution rather than one single approximation. Any representation 
error is contained within these lower and upper bounds. 
Our method of handling dependency error is to use the results of Frank et al 
[17] mentioned above. This allows the calculation of lower and upper bounds 
on a required distribution even if the distribution itself cannot be calculated 
because it is not known that the variables involved are independent or because 
the joint distribution isnot available. There are several other possible approaches 
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to handling dependency error. For instance, to calculate the distribution of 
xo" +z) +x/v  
it is only necessary to rewrite it as 
xo" +z  + l/V) 
and the problem of dependency error introduced by repeated occurrences of 
the variable X disappears. This can be considered as solving theproblem in 
Bonissone's control layer, as we have changed the order in which the lower- 
level computations are carried out. This rearrangement of expressions has been 
used in interval arithmetic and is discussed in more detail in Ref. 22. 
There are various extensions tothe ideas mentioned in the previous paragraph 
that are worth studying. One of these, which is discussed briefly later, is to use 
some measure of dependence between the random variables and to modify the 
combination rules to take this extra information i to account. With respect to this 
it is of interest to note a forgotten paper of Kapteyn (it appears to have been cited 
no more than three times since publication in 1912). Kapteyn [29] considers 
problems uch as the correlation between X and Y where X = A +B +C +D,  
Y = A + E + F + G, and all the A . . . . .  G are independent. Kapteyn's paper 
along with early work of Pearson (on spurious correlation) and other early 
statistical work is discussed in Part II of the present paper. Another paper that 
deserves mention here is that of Manes [30] (see also Arbib and Manes [31] 
and Manes and Arbib [32]). Manes shows that the repeated occurrence of a 
variable in an expression causes problems in a wide range of fuzzy (vague or 
imprecise) theories (including the theory of fuzzy sets), and so the problem is 
not peculiar to probability theory. 
Outline of the Rest of This Paper 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The following section contains 
concise definitions of concepts that are needed later on. In the third section, the 
dependency bounds of Frank, Nelsen, and Schweizer are derived and explained. 
We extend their results by proving the pointwise best possible nature of the 
dependency bounds for operations other than addition and subtraction. Some 
examples are calculated by directly using the formulas for dependency bounds. 
A better way to calculate dependency bounds numerically isto use the numerical 
representation f probability distributions developed in the fourth section along 
with special discrete versions of the dependency bound formulas. Algorithms 
for calculating ordinary convolutions in terms of this numerical representation 
are also developed in the fourth section. The fifth and sixth sections contain 
some extensions to the basic results of the two preceding sections and include 
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suggestions and directions for further research. The final section contains a 
summary of the contributions of this paper and presents ome conclusions. 
DEFINITIONS AND OTHER PRELIMINARIES 
We now briefly present a number of definitions we need later on. Most of 
the material here is covered in more detail by Schweizer and Sklar [33]. 
Distribution Functions 
DEFINITION 1 Let X be a random variable on ~. Then its distribution 
function Fx is defined by df(X) = Fx(x )  = P{X < x} for x E ~. 
The corresponding density, when it exists, is denoted fx .  
DEFINmON 2 The support of  Fx,  denoted suppFx, is the set of  x E 
such that f x(x) = F'x(x) exists and is nonzero. 
DE~NITION 3 The set of  all distribution functions that are left- 
continuous on ~ will be denoted A. The subset of  distribution functions 
in A such that F(O) = 0 will be denoted A +. 
Binary Operations 
DEFINITION 4 A binary operation on a nonempty set S is a function T 
from S × S into S. 
DEFINITION 5 Let T be a binary operation on S. An element a of  S is a 
left null element of  T i f  T(a, x) = a for  all x E S; it is a right null element 
of  T if  T(x, a) = a for  all x E S; and it is a null element of  T if  it is 
both a left and right null element of  T. 
A binary operation can have at most one null element. 
Quasi-Inverses 
Quasi-inverses are generalizations of the inverse of a function that are defined 
even when the function has jump discontinuities. In this paper we are concerned 
only with quasi-inverses of nondecreasing distribution functions. Let F be a 
nondecreasing function on a closed interval [a, b]. Let y E [a, b]. Then F - l (y )  
is the set {x IF(x) = y }. If F has no jump discontinuities, then the cardinality of 
F - l (y )  is one, and we simply write F - l (y )  = x. If the cardinality of F - l (y )  
is not one, then we have to somehow choose between the various elements of 
F - l (y ) .  
DEFINmON 6 Let F be a nondecreasing function on a closed interval 
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[a, b] and let Ran F denote the range of F. Then Q(F) is the set of func- 
tions F*(known as quasi-inverses ofF) defined on [F(a),  F (b) ]  by 
1. F*(F(a)) = a and F*(F(b)) = b. 
2. I fy  E RanF, then F*(y) E F - t (y ) .  
3. If y~,anF ,  then F*(y) = sup{xJF(x) < y} = inf{xlF(x) > y}. 
All F* E Q(F) are nondecreasing and coincide except on at most a denu- 
merable set of discontinuities. There is a unique function F A E Q(F) that 
is left-continuous on (F(a), F(b)), and a unique function F v E Q(F) that is 
right-continuous on (F(a), F(b)). These are given by 
and 
F^(y) = sup{xlF(x) < y} 
FrO ,) = inf{xlF(x ) > y} 
For all F*  E Q(F) ,  F A _< F*  < F v on (F(a),F(b)). I f Fand  G are 
nondeereasing on (a,b),  then F > G =v F A _< G A and F v _< G v. I f  
[a, b] = 2"  = ~ t5 { -oo ,  oo} (the "extended reals"), then F^(0)  = -oo .  
This introduces technical difficulties, and so we adopt the convention that 
F A(0) = F v(0) = inf supp F. 
Triangular Norms 
DEnNITtON 7 A binary operation T on a set S is associative i f  
T(T(x, y), z) : T(x, T(y, z)) Vx, y, z E S 
DEVaNmON 8 A triangular norm (or T-norm) is an associative binary 
operation on [0, 1] that is commutative, nondecreasing in each place, 
and such that T(a, 1) = a for all a E [0, 1]. 
Copulas and Joint Distribution Functions 
The most important notions for the present paper are those of the copula and 
the Fr6chet bounds. 
DEInNITXON 9 A two-dimensional copula C is a mapping C: [0, 1] x 
[0, 1] ~ [0, 1] such that 
1. C(a, O) = C(O, a) = OandC(a, 1) = C(1,  a) = a for alia E [(3, 1]. 
2. C(a2,  b2) - C (al, b2) - C (a2, bl) + C (al, bl) >_ 0 for all 
al ,  a2, b l ,  b2 E [0, 1] such that al < a2 and bl <_ b2. 
All copulas satisfy 
W(a, b) <_ C (a, b) < M(a, b) (1) 
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for all (a, b) E [0, 1] x [0, 1], where the T-norms W and M (which are also 
copulas) are given by 
W(a, b) = max(a + b - 1, 0) (2) 
and 
M(a, b) = min(a, b) (3) 
Copulas link joint distributions with their marginals. Let H be a two- 
dimensional distribution function with marginals F and G. Then there exists 
a copula C such that 
H(u, v) = C (F(u), G(v)) 
for all u, v E ~. The inverse relation is 
(4) 
C (u, v) = H(F*(u), G*(v)) (5) 
where F* E Q(F) and G* E Q(G). The copula C contains all the dependency 
information of H. If C (u, o) = II(u, v) = uv, then the random variables are 
independent. Equation (4) is sometimes referred to as the "uniform represen- 
tation" (Devroye [34] and Kimeldorf and Sampson [35]). 
Combining (1)-(4) gives bounds on the joint distribution in terms of the 
marginals: 
max[F(u) + G(v) - 1, 0] < H(u, v) < min[F(u), G(v)] (6) 
These are known as the Fr~chet bounds. A copula is a T-norm if and only 
if it is associative. A T-norm T is a copula if and only if it is 2-increasing; 
that is, if T(a2, b2) - T(al, bE) - T(al, bE) -- T(a2, bl) + T(al, bl) > 0 for 
all al,  a2, bl, b2 E [0, 1] such that al _< a2 and bl <_ b2 (see pp. 79ff of 
Schweizer and Sklar [33]). 
DEFINmON 10 Let C be a copula. The dual of C is the function C a 
defined by C d(X, y) = X + y -- C (x, y) for all x, y E [0, 1]. 
The dual copula should not be confused with the conorm of a T-norm T given 
by T*(x, y) = 1 -T (1  -x ,  1 -y ) .  The dual of Wis Wd(u, v) = min(u +v, 1). 
Schweizer and Sklar [33] use the notation (7 for a dual copula. We use the 
overbar notation for a different purpose below. 
The Triangle Functions r and 0 and o-Convolutions 
The following three operations are of great importance in what follows. The 
operations z and 0 are introduced by Schweizer and Sklar [33] because of their 
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properties as triangle functions in the theory of probabilistic metric spaces. 
They are known elsewhere as the supremal and infernal convolutions. 
Dn~NmON 11 Let C be a copula and let L be a binary operation from 
2 + x 2 + onto 9~ + that is nondecreasing in each place and continuous 
on 2 + × 2 + except possibly at the points (0, c~) and (oo, O) (we shall 
call this class of  functions ~). Then rc,L is the function on A + × A + 
whose value for any F,  G E A + is the function ZC,L(F, G) defined on 
2 + by 
rc,L(F, G)(x) = sup [C(F(u), G(o))] 
L(u, o)=x 
DEFINITION 12 Let C, L, F, and G be as in Definition 11. Then 
Pc,L(F, G) is the function defined by 
PC,L(F, G)(x) = inf [Cd(F(u), G(o))] 
L(u, v)=x 
Dn~NmON 13 Let C, L, F, and G be as in Definition 11. Then 
ac,L(F, G) is the function defined by 
aC,L(F, G)(x) = f dC (F(u), G(v)), x E (0, oo) (7) 
JL {x} 
where L{x} = {(u, v)lu, v ~ ~+, L(u, v) < x}. 
In the sequel we will write fL(u v-<x for fnL~x~ The function aC, L is the 
distribution of L(X,  Y), where X ~ Y are r__v. . ,  variables with joint distri- 
bution Fxr(U, v) = C(F(u), G(v)). This operation is called a a-convolution 
for the operation L (the a signifies the additive properties of the integral in 
contradistinction to the infimum and supremum operations in the infimal and 
supremal convolutions). The well-known convolution for C ---- I I  and L = sum 
given by 
a+(F, G)(x) = dII(F(u), G(u)) = - t) dG(t) 
+v<x 
is a special case of (7). For each of the three types of convolution (r, O, and 
a), L is sometimes written as an infix operator [] as in Z = X [] Y. 
The rc, L, Pc, L, and aC, L operations can actually be defined on the whole 
of A x A for appropriate L. We use these extended efinitions in the sequel. 
DEPENDENCY BOUNDS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
The dependency bounds for the four arithmetic operations of addition, sub- 
traction, multiplication, and division are now derived and their properties ex- 
amined. Unless otherwise stated, the random variables considered are almost 
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surely positive. In other words, their distribution functions are in A +. Bounds 
on the distribution o fZ  = L(X, Y) are derived, where L E £ .  It is then shown 
how to apply these bounds to subtraction and division of random variables. Fol- 
lowing this, the pointwise best possible nature of these bounds for general 
L E £ is shown. This was not proved by Frank et al [17], although our proof is 
a fairly straightforward generalization of the proof there for L = sum. Finally, 
a number of examples that have been numerically calculated are presented. 
The Dependency Bounds 
Let X and Y be random variables on 2"  with df(X) = Fx and df(Y) = Fy 
such that Fx,  Fy E A, and Z = L(X, Y) with df(Z) = Fz where L E ~.  
Let C_xy be a lower bound on the copula Cxv. Then Fz depends on the joint 
distribution of X and Y and will be contained within the bounds 
ldb_cxv (Fx, Fy, L)(z) <_ Fz (z) <_ udb_cxy (Fx, Fy, L)(z) Vz E 2" (8) 
When C_xv = W we will simply write ldb and udb. These stand for "lower 
dependency bound" and "upper dependency bound," respectively. 
THEOREM 1 (Frank et al [17]) When C_x~, = W the functions ldb and udb 
are given by 
ldb(Fx, Fy, L)(x) = rw, L(Fx, Fy)(X) = sup W(Fx(u), Fy(v))(9) 
L(u, v)=x 
and 
udb(Fx, Fy, L)(x) = pw, L(Fx, Fy)(X) = inf Wa(Fx(u), Fv(v)) riO) 
L(u, v)=x 
Sometimes the notation _Fz or Fz  is used for ldb(Fx, Fy, L) or 
udb(Fx, Fy, L), respectively, when Fx, Fy, and L are clear from the 
context. 
Proof With reference to Figure 1 and the section on couplas and joint 
distribution functions, it is clear that for any given copula C and any pair of 
points (ul, v0, (u2, v2) on the line L(u, v) -- x, 
W(F x(Ul), Fv(vO) <_ 
< 
< 
= 
< 
C (Fx(uO, Fv(vO) 
f L dC (F x(u), Fy(v)) 
oc,z(Fx, Fy)(X) 
fo dC (F x(u), Fr(v))  
F x(u2) + Fy(v2) - C (F x(u2), Fr(v2)) 
Cd(F  x(u2), Fy(v2)) 
Wd(F x(uz), Fy(o2)) 
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w 
u 
Figure 1 
The proof is completed by observing that ~'w, L is simply the greatest value 
of W(Fx(u l ) ,  Fy(vl))  where (Ul, Ol) is on the line L(u, v) = x. Similarly, 
OW, L is the smallest value of Wd(Fx(u2), Fy(o2)) where (u2, 02) is on the 
line L(u, o) = x. • 
By a similar argument one can show that the more general bounds ldbc_x r and 
udbc_x r are given by (9) and (10) with W simply replaced by _Cxg. Note that 
since Cx,/ > W always, the bounds of Theorem 1 will always hold. However, 
as we shall see later, the bounds for _Cxg ¢ W are tighter and thus provide 
more information about Fz. We will concern ourselves only with C_xy = W 
in this section. Note that knowing an upper bound on Cxg other than M does 
not allow one to construct tighter bounds. 
Theorem 1 can be used to bound the distribution of all four arithmetic opera- 
tions on almost surely positive random variables. The condition of positivity is 
necessary because product and quotient are monotonic only on ~-  or ~+ and 
not over all ~. All the results are collected together in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 Let X and Y be almost surely positive random variables 
with distributions Fx and Fy , and let Z = X []Y, where [] is one of  the 
four arithmetic operations [] E {+, - ,  x, +}. Then the lower and upper 
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dependency bounds for Fz, the distribution of Z, are given by 
ldb(Fx, Fy,  +)(x) = sup {max[Fx(u) +Fy(v)  - 1, 0]} 
U+I~=X 
udb(Fx, Fy, +)(x) = inf {min[Fx(u) +Fr(o) ,  1]} (11) 
U+I ) :X  
ldb(Fx, Fy, - ) (x)  = sup {max[Fx(u) - Fy( -v ) ,  0]} 
~+v=X 
udb(Fx, Fy, - ) (x)  = 1 + inf {min[Fx(u) - Fg( -o) ,  01} 
U+O=X 
(12) 
ldb(Fx, Fy ,  × )(x) = sup {max[Fx(u) +Fy(v) - 1, 0]} 
Ul )~X 
udb(Fx, Fy, x )(x) = inf {min[Fx(u) +Fr(v) ,  1]} 
/dO~X 
(13) 
ldb(Fx, Fy, +)(x) = sup {max[Fx(u) - Fy(1/o), 0]} 
UO~X 
udb(Fx, F r ,  +)(x) = 1 + infx{min[Fx(u) - Fr(1/v), 0]} (14) 
Proof The sum and product cases follow directly from Theorem 1. The 
3 + difference and quotient cases can be seen by noting that on these are 
both monotonic operations; they are increasing in their first argument and 
decreasing in their second. They can be converted to sum and product as 
follows. For difference (Z = X - Y), let yr __ _y .  Then Fy,(y)  -- 1 - 
Fr ( -Y ) .  Substitution into (11) and some slight rearrangement yields (12). 
For quotient (Z = X/Y) ,  let Y' -- 1/Y; then Fv,(y) = 1 -Fy (1 /y ) .  
Substitution i to (13) yields (14). • 
The bounds for addition and subtraction actually hold for Fx ,  Fy E A 
because addition and subtraction are monotonic over all 9~. 
Pointwise Best Possible Nature of  the Bounds 
The bounds in Theorem 1are the pointwise best possible. The exact meaning 
of this is given by the theorem below, which is a generalization f theorem 3.2 
of Ref. 17. Theorem 3 generalizes that theorem in two ways: It is for general 
L E ~3, not just L = sum; and it is for general C_ x r  and not just C xY = W. 
The proof is based on that of Frank et al [17] but is sufficiently modified to 
warrant inclusion here. 
THEOREM 3 Let Fx and Fr be distribution functions in A, let x E 3,  
let L E ~3, and let C Xy be a lower bound on the copula C Xy (W 
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C xr  < C xr  ). Then, 
(a) There exists a copula C (t), dependent only on the value t o f  
rC_xr,L(Fx, Fy )  at x such that 
(~ 
OC~,,,L (F X , Fr)(x)  = r¢~,L (F x , Fy  )(x) = t 
i f  Fx and Fr are not both discontinuous at u and v, respectively, 
such that L(u, v) = x. 
There exists a copula O r) dependent only on the value r o f  
Oc xy,L (F x ,  F v )(x + ) such that 
OC¢r, L(FX, Fy)(X +) -- #C_xr,L(Fx, Fy)(X +) ---- r 
i f  Fx and Fy are not both discontinuous at u and v, respectively, 
such that L(u, v) = x. 
This theorem says that for any dependency bounds there will always be a 
copula such that the true o[5-convolution meets the bound at a given point. In 
other words, one cannot construct bounds any tighter than (9) and (10). Thus 
these dependency bounds are the pointwise best possible. 
Proof The conditions on the continuity of Fx and Fy will be ignored for 
now and their effect discussed later. Consider part (a) first. It will be shown 
that if C (t)(a, b) is the copula defined by 
~ max(t, C_xv(a, b)), (a, b) E [t, 1] 2 
C(t)(a, b) = [. min(a, b) otherwise 
(15) 
then Oc¢,),L(Fx, Fy)(X) = t. Note that C(t)(a, b) > Cxr (a ,  b) for all 
(a, 3) E [0, 1] 2 . 
Since L is continuous and nondecreasing in each argument, for any x, the 
curve L(u, v) = x is continuous and nonincreasing in the uv plane (see Fig. 
2). Define (ix and (Bx to be the regions of the extended plane above and 
below the line L(u, v) = x: 
e~x = {(u, u)lL(u, v) >x} 
~Bx = {(u, v)lL(u, v) <x} 
First observe that in view of Theorem 1, rCxy,L(Fx, Fy)(X ) = 1 implies 
that acxy,L(Fx,  Fy)(x)  = 1. Thus it is necessary to show that for t E [0, 1), 
oc,~.L(Fx. Fr)(x) =/ /~ dC(t)(Fx(u). Fy(v)) < t 
x 
(16) 
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V 
~A~A~c L(u,v) = x: 
Figure 2. 
L 
v 
u 
The condition is " < t"  and not " = t"  to cope with discontinuous Fx and 
Fr: I fFx and F~, are discontinuous, then OOoL(Fx, Fr) is also, and thus the 
situation depicted in Figure 3 could arise. In order to show (16), note that for 
(u, v) E (Bx (the closure of 6~x), 
C_xy(F x(u), Fy(v)) <_ rC_xr,L(F x, Fy)(L(u, v)) <_ rC_xv,L(F x, Fy)(X) = t 
=~ max[t, C_xr(Fx(u), Fy(v))] = t 
Thus using the definition of C (o in (15), 
C(t)(F x(u), Fr(v)) = min[F x(u), Fy(v), t] (17) 
Y / I  
• v 
Figure 3. A possible a c ~,~ (Fx, Fr) when both Fx and Fy have jump discontinuities. 
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From this it is obvious that C(°)(Fx(u), Fy(v)) = 0 for all (u, v) E (Bx and 
so Oc~o,,L (F x , F r  )(X) = O. 
It is now only necessary to consider t E (0, 1). Let 
Uo = sup{ulF x(u) < t} 
for 0 < t < 1. We show that u0 is finite. Since limu~_o~ Fx(u)  = 0, u0 > 
- o~. Regarding whether u0 < oo, suppose to the contrary that u0 = oo and 
thus that Fx(u)  < t for all finite u. Now let L ^ be the two-place function 
defined by 
L(u, L^(x,  u)) = x 
That is, if L(u, v) = x, then L^(x,  u) = v. L ^  is strictly increasing in its 
first argument and strictly decreasing in its second, and if L = sum, then 
L ^ = difference. For finite x and u, 
Fr (L^(x ,  u)) <_ 1 
Since for any copula C, C(a, 1) = a (see definition 9), and since C is nonde- 
creasing in each argument, for any e > 0, C(a, 1 - e) < a. Combining these 
facts gives 
But 
C_xr(F x(u), F r (L  ^ (x, u))) < F x(U) < t (18) 
7"C_xr,L (F x , Fy )(X) = sup[C_xy(F x(lt), F r (L  ^(x, u) ) ) ]  
U 
and since u in (18) is arbitrary (but finite), 
t = rcxy,L(Fx, Fr) (x)  < Fx(u)  < t 
which is a contradiction and thus Uo is finite. 
It is next shown that Fy(v) >_ t whenever v > LA(x, Uo). Suppose to the 
contrary that there exists a v' > LA(x, Uo) such that Fr(v')  < t. Define ^ L to 
be the two-place function such that 
L(AL(x, v), v) = x 
lie, L(u, v) = x implies ^ L(x, v) = u and ^ L is strictly increasing in its 
first argument and strictly decreasing in its second]. Since ^ L(x, v ' )< Uo, 
Fx (^L(x ,  v')) < t. Thus for u < ^ L(x, v~), 
C x r (Fx(u) ,  F r (L^(x ,  u))) <_ Fx(u)  <_ Fx(^L(x ,  v')) < t 
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I 
Figure 4. C¢t)(Fx(u), Fr(v)). 
tl 
and for u > ^L(x, v'), 
C_xy(F x(u), Fy(LA(x,  u))) < Fy(LA(x,  u)) <__ Fr(v')  < t 
and again 
t = Tc_xy,L(Fx, Fr ) (x )  < t 
This is a contradiction, and so F r (v )  >_ t whenever v > L^(x,  Uo). 
A final fact that is needed is that Fx(uo) < t [because Fx(u)  < t for u < u0 
and Fx is left-continuousl, and thus Fx(u)  >_ t for u > Uo. Also, F r (v )  > t 
for v > L^(x,  Uo). 
Collecting all the facts in the above three paragraphs and substituting into 
(15), the definition of C ¢t), gives 
min(Fr(v), t), u > u0 
C(t)(Fx(u), Fy(v)) = Fx(u) ,  u < Uo, v > L^(x,  uo) 
min(Fx(u), Fy(v), u < Uo, v < L^(x,  Uo) 
These values of C~t)(Fx(u), Fr(v)) are indicated on Figure 4. It now becomes 
fairly easy to evaluate Oc~,L(Fx, Fr ) .  
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Recall that 
Fy)(X) = f f dC(t)(Fx(u), Fy(v))  aC(t),L (Fx  , 
J JL (u, v)<x 
Following Frank et al [17], the uv plane is divided into the five regions 
R1 . . . . .  R5 given by 
R1 : [ -oo ,  u0 - 61 × [v0, v0 + ~] 
R2 = [--CO, UO] × [--OC, V0] 
R3 = [U0, U0 + 6] × [--OCt, V0 -- 6] 
R4 = (Bx f3 {(u, v)lv > vo +tS} 
R5 = (Bx f3 {(u, v)lu > Uo + 6} 
where 6 > 0. If 
then 
Ik =/ fR  dC¢°(Fx(u) '  Fr(v))  
k 
II = F x(Uo - 6) - min[F x(uo - 6), Fr(v0)] 
I2 = min[F x(uo), Fr(vo)] 
I3 = min[Fr(vo - 6), t] - min[Fx(uo), Fr(vo - 6)] 
14 = 0 
15 = 0 
Both/4 and 15 are zero because both Fx(u)  and nfin[Fr(v), t] are constant in 
one direction of the uv plane. The value stated for 12 is obvious, and those for 
I1 and 13 follow by consideration of the boundaries of Rl and R3, respectively 
(see Fig. 4). Since L ^ is nonincreasing in its second argument and continuous, 
Oc~,,t(Fx, Fr ) (x )  = ~fim+(I1 +12 +I3)  
= Fx(uo) + min[Fr(vo), tl - min[Fx(uo), Fr(vo)l 
t if Fr(vo) > t 
= • 
max[F x(uo), Fr(vo)] < t i fFr (vo)  < t 
There are several points worth noting regarding this theorem. 
1, Since vo = L^(x,  Uo), the case that Fr(vo) < t in the above formula 
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implies that trc~,)L(Fx, Fr ) (x )  has a jump at x = L(u0, v0). This is 
explained below. The two cases Fy(vo) = t and Fr(vo) < t are consid- 
ered separately. If Fr(v0) = t, then max[Fx(uo), Fr(vo)] = t, and so 
the bound has been met. If Fr(oo) < t, then Fy has a jump at o0. This 
can be seen by noting that Fy(o) >_ t for v > L^(x,  Uo) and therefore 
Fr (v)  _> t for v > v0. But Fr(vo) ~ t, and so Fr (v)  > t for v > v0. 
Thus Fr(o0) < t and Fr (o)  > t for v > v0; that is, there is a jump at o0. 
If F x(uo) = t, max[F x(uo), Fy(vo)] = t, and the bound is still met. 
Assume then that Fx(uo) < t. Then by a similar argument, Fx has a 
jump at u0. Now if Fx has a jump at Uo and F r  a jump at v0, then, since 
L is continuous, trc,),L(Fx, Fy)  has a jump at L(uo, vo), and this is why 
Oc~o,L(Fx, Fy)(L(uo, vo)) < t 
2. The bounds for differences and quotients constructed earlier are pointwise 
best possible also. This is obvious as the difference is determined in terms 
of a sum and the quotient in terms of a product. If one wanted to construct 
an explicit copula analogous to the C <t) in the above proof, one could use 
the fact (see theorem 3.ii.2 of Schweizer and Wolff [36]) that if g is a 
nonincreasing function then 
C x,gCr)(u, v) : u - C xr(U, 1 - v) 
3. The second part of Theorem 3 can be proved in an entirely analogous 
manner (Frank et al [17] give some details). The reason for having x + 
rather than x in part (b) of the theorem is due to Fx and Fy being left- 
continuous but not necessarily right-continuous. 
4. Note that the zw(Fx,  Fy)  and pw(Fx,  F~,) operations are not distribu- 
tions of some function of X and Y (see Schweizer and Sklar [37]). 
Examples 
Some examples illustrating the lower and upper dependency bounds are now 
presented. All of the examples have been calculated numerically but involve no 
approximation apart from rounding error (which is negligible) and an error due 
to the termination of the search for the infimum or supremum in calculating the 
r and p operations. Frank et al [17] present a few analytical results obtained 
using the method of Lagrange multipliers. In general it seems rather difficult 
to obtain exact dependency bounds using this technique. In any case, as was 
mentioned in the introductory section, since it is the numerical values that are 
ultimately of interest, there is no real advantage in deriving analytical results if 
the formulas are so complicated that a computer program has to be written to 
calculate their specific values. 
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In order to calculate the dependency bounds numerically it is useful to rewrite 
formulas (11)-(14) in the following form: 
ldb(Fx, Fy ,  +)(x) = sup{Fx(u) +Fy(x  - u) - 1} (19) 
udb(F x,  F r  , +)(x) = 1 - inf{F x(u)  + F r (x  - u)} (20) 
[ ]+ Idb(Fx, Fr  , - ) (x)  = sup{F x(u)  - Fy(U - x)} (21) 
[ l- udb(Fx, F r ,  - ) (x)  = 1 + inuf{Fx(u ) - F r (u  - x)} (22) 
]+ 
ldb(Fx, F r ,  x )(x) = [sup{Fx(u) + Fy(x /u )  - 1} (23) 
l- 
udb( f  x,  Fy ,  x )(x) = 1 + [inf{f x(u)  +fg(x /u )}  (24) 
ldb(Fx, F r ,  +)(x) = [sup{Fx(u) - F r (u /x )  (25) 
]- 
udb(Fx, Fy,  +)(x) = 1 -t- [ inuf{Fx(u)- Fy (u /x )}  (26) 
where [x] + = max(x, 0) and [x]- = min(x, 0). From these formulas it be- 
comes straightforward to calculate lower and upper dependency bounds if one 
has a subroutine to calculate Fx(x )  and Fy(y) .  The calculation is simply a 
search for a maximum or minimum of a simple function of Fx and Fy for a 
given x. This is not completely trivial to do numerically as the Fx and Fr  are 
defined on a continuum. The techniques developed in the next section are better 
suited for numerical calculation. 
All of the examples are for random variables with uniform distributions Uab 
given by 
0, x E [-oo, a] 
U,,b(x) = (x - a)/(b - a), x E [a, b] 
1, x E [b, c~] 
The examples are presented in Figures 5-9, and details are provided in the 
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Figure $. Lower and upper dependency bounds for X + Y where both X and Y are 
uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. 
figure captions. Some examples of dependency bounds when C_ xY ~ W are 
given in the section Incorporating and Updating Dependency Information. 
The following are some points to note about hese figures: 
1. Comparison of Figures 5 and 6 reveals the effect of the spread of the 
two random variables on the distance between the lower and upper depen- 
dency bounds. In fact, if one of the random variables has zero dispersion 
(a distribution function equal to a unit step), then the two bounds are 
identical. 
2. The fact that the lower and upper bounds in Figures 5 and 6 are themselves 
of the form U~b is not really significant--it is just a peculiarity of the 
ldb and udb formulas for sums (and differences) of uniformly distributed 
random variables. Figure 7 shows the dependency bounds for a product, 
and these are not the same form. 
3. Comparison of Figures 8 and 9 indicates the effect of identical distribu- 
tions for numerator and denominator n the dependency bounds for their 
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Figure 6. Lower and upper dependency bounds for X + Y where X is uniformly 
distributed on [0, 1] and Y is uniformly distributed on [0.8, 1]. 
quotient. If the random variables are almost surely equal, then the distri- 
bution of their quotient will be a unit step at x = 1, This possibility is 
contained within the bounds of Figure 9. 
4. The bounds for the following two cases are identical to those in Figures 
5 and 6, respectively: 
(a) Z = X - Y with X distributed Ui, 2 and Y distributed Uo, 1. 
(b) Z =X-Y  with X distributed U1, 2 and Y distributed U0,o.2. 
Examples of dependency bounds for random variables with nonuniform dis- 
tributions are given in the next main section. 
Exclusive Use of Lower and Upper Bounds 
It will now be shown how it is possible to work only with the dependency 
bounds themselves and not worry about the distributions within these bounds. 
(The precise meaning of this is given by the following theorem.) 
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Figure 7. Lower and upper dependency bounds for X × Y where both X and Y are 
uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. 
TrIEO~M 4 Let IF_x, fix] and [_Fr, f i r]  be two pairs of distribution 
functions uch that -Fx(X) < Fx(x) and _FRO') < PRO') for all x, y 
~, and let [] be nondecreasing in each argument. Then for any F x E 
[_Fx, fix] and any Fy E [_Fr, flY], 
and 
ldbcxy(F_x, F_y, ~) <__ ldbcxy(Fx, Fr ,  D) (27) 
udbcxr (Fx,  F r ,  O) >_ udbc_xr (F x, Fr ,  t]) (28) 
Proof This follows directly from lemma 7.2.2 of Schweizer and Sklar [33]. 
The only thing that remains to be determined is explicitly how to use the 
_Fx and Fx .  But this is very simple. The following formulas are derived by 
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FIBure 8. Lower and upper dependency bounds for X/Y where X is uniformly dis- 
tributed on [4, 6] end Y is uniformly distributed on [1,2]. 
considering the increasing or decreasing nature of the operations [] (for [] £ 
{ x, +} we consider only random variables on ~+). 
_F z = ldb(_Fx, _F~,, +) 
+ (29a) 
Fz = udb(Fx, Fr, +) 
F z = ldb(_Fx,/~y, - )  
Fz  = udb(Fx, _F r ,  - )  (29b) 
_F z = ldb(_Fx, _Fy, x ) 
x (29c) 
Fz  = udb(Fx, affy, x ) 
_Fz = ldb(Fx, Fy ,  +) 
+ (29d) 
Fz  = udb(Fx, F_r, +) 
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Figure 9. Lower and upper dependency bounds for X/Y  where both X and Y are 
uniformly distributed on [1,2]. 
These formulas provide a consistent and neat method of handling the dependency 
error arising in probabilistic arithmetic. In the following section the numerical 
implementation f these bounds will be discussed. 
NUMERICAL REPRESENTATION 
As the examples in the preceding section show, it is possible to use formu- 
las (19)-(26) to calculate the lower and upper dependency bounds numerically. 
However, there are difficulties associated with this scheme. For example, the 
search for the supremum and infimum is over a continuum of points without 
even a bounded range. In this section new techniques for both determining the 
lower and upper dependency bounds (the ZW, L and PW,L operations) and cal- 
culating the ordinary OL-COnVolutions will be developed. The main tool used is 
a duality theorem relating the operations rw, L and Pw, L to functions in terms 
of quasi-inverses of the distribution functions involved. The OL-COnVolutions 
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can also be calculated in terms of the quasi-inverses. As well as being com- 
putationally simpler for all these calculations, this approach provides a neat 
solution to the problem of representation error in the numerical calculation of 
eL-convolutions. While most other techniques for the numerical calculation of 
trL- convolutions of probability distributions allow one to control the error in 
the sense that it approaches zero as the number of points used to represent the 
distribution function approaches infinity, they do not allow the calculation of 
rigorous bounds on the error in any given calculation. In contrast, the method 
presented here provides lower and upper bounds between which the probability 
distribution in question must lie. 
This section is arranged as follows. First we make use of a duality theorem 
to express the quasi-inverses of dependency bounds in terms of quasi-inverses 
of the distribution functions. Then we introduce our numerical representation 
and develop explicit formulas for calculating the dependency bounds in terms 
of it. Details are provided on how eL-convolutions can be calculated using this 
same numerical representation. Then it is shown how functionals of distribution 
functions, such as moments, can be easily calculated in terms of the numerical 
representation, and finally some examples are presented that demonstrate he 
use of all the techniques developed here. 
Duality 
The following duality theorem has been presented in a variety of contexts 
and in a number of different forms. It is the basis of the level-set (or a-cut) 
formulas for implementing the fuzzy number convolutions (see Part II of this 
paper and [12]). Frank and Schweizer [38] have considered the duality in some 
detail. Their results are summarized in theorem 7.7.3 of Ref. 33, which is 
restated here as Theorem 5. 
DEFINITION 14 For any F in A +, let F ^ be the left-continuous quasi- 
inverse o f f  defined earlier. Then V + is the set {F^IF ~ A+}. 
DEFINITION 15 For any two-place function L and any copula C, r~, L is 
the function r~,L: V + × V + ~-~ V + given by 
Z~,L(F ^ , G^)(x) = inf [L(F^(u), G^(v))] 
C (u, v)=x 
DEFINITION 16 For any two-place function L and any copula C, p^ is C,L 
the function p~,L : V+ × V+ ~ V+ given by 
A A PC,L(F , G^)(x) = sup [L(FA(u), G^(v))] 
Ca(u, u)=x 
THEOREM 5 ([33], Theorem 7.7.3) Let L be a function L: 9~ + x 9~ + ~-~ ~ + 
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which has oo as its null element and which is continuous everywhere. 
Let C be a copula. Then for  any F ,  G E A +, 
"rC,L(F, G) = ['r~,L(F ^, (3^)] ^ 
r~,L(F ^, G ^) = [rc,dF, G)] ^ 
PC,L(F, G) r ^ ,F  ^  = [OC,L~ , G^)] ^  
^ "F ^  PC,Lt , G ^) ---- [PC,L(F,  G)] A 
The advantage of using the duality theorem becomes apparent when a spe- 
cific L is considered. For example, if L = sum, then the quasi-inverse r p- 
resentation of the lower and upper dependency bounds can be calculated in 
terms of the quasi-inverses of the distribution functions of the random vari- 
ables in question by using the following formulas. Let Z = X + Y, and let 
ldb_~xr (Fz) and udb~x~ (Fz) denote the quasi-inverses of ldb_cxy (Fx ,  F r ,  +) 
and udb_cxr (Fx ,  Fr ,  +), respectively. Then 
ldb~x r (F~c, F~., +)(x) -- inf [F~.(u) + F~.(v)] (30) 
- gxr (u, v)=x 
udb~xy(F~, F~,, +)(x) = sup [F,~(u) +F~,(v)I (31) 
g~y(-, v)=x 
The standard ependency bounds (with C_xr = W) follow with the appropriate 
substitution. Equations (30) and (31) are simply the maximum and minimum 
of the pointwise sum of quasi-inverses. The functions ldb~xr (F~, F~,, [3) and 
udb~xr (F~,  F~,, D) are quasi-inverses of the lower and upper dependency 
bounds and not lower and upper bounds on the quasi-inverses. That is, 
ldb~xv (F~,, F~,, ~)  _ A ^ ^ _ > udbcx Y(Fx ,  Fy ,  D) 
is the consequence of
(32) 
ldbCxy (F x ,  Fy  , [3) < udbcxy (F x , Fy  , []) 
Note that for L -- sum or difference, Theorem 5 holds for any F ,  G C A (and 
not just A +) because in these cases the point x = 0 has no special significance. 
When C_xr = W the formulas are particularly simple, and this provides a 
very simple way of calculating lower and upper dependency bounds. Recalling 
that W(u, v) = max(u + v - 1, 0) and we(u,  v) = min(u + v, 1), we have 
inf [F~(u)+V~. (x -u+l ) ]  i f x¢0  
ldb^(F~¢, F~,, +)(x) = uetx, ll (33) 
u+~n_f <0tF~c(u) + F~.(v)] if x = 0 
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Since Fx  and Fy  are nondecreasing, the case for x = 0 becomes 
IdbA(F~, F~,, +)(0) = F~(O) = F~(O) 
Similarly, 
sup [F~c(u) + F~, (x  - u)] if x # 1 
udbA(F~c, F~,, +)(x) = u~tO, xl
F~c(1 ) +F~,(1) i fx  = 1 
(34) 
(The restrictions on the range of the supremum and infmaum operations arise 
from the fact that v E [0, 1] because domF A = [0, 1].) Likewise, we have 
A A A ldb (F  x ,  F r ,  
inf [F~c(u )xF~, (x -u+l ) ]  if x#0 
x )(x) = u~fx, ~j (35) 
F~r(0) x F~(0) if x = 0 
and 
sup [F~c(u) x F~(x  -u ) ]  if x ¢ 1 
udbA(F~c, F~,, x ) (x)  = ueiO, xl (36) 
F~.(1) x F~,(1) i fx  = 1 
Analogous formulas for ldb ^  and udb ^  for [] E { - ,  +} can be determined 
in a manner similar to that used to derive (12) and (14). Consider the quotient 
first. Let Y' = 1/Y.  I f Fy  has a quasi-inverse F~,, what is the quasi-inverse of
Fy ,?  It is known that F~.(x) = y ~ x = Fr (Y )  and Fy,(X)  = 1 -F rO/X) .  
If x = 1 - Fr (1 /y ) ,  then F~,,(x) = y.  But 1 - x - Fy (1 /y ) .  Therefore 
F~,(1 - x )  = l /y ,  and so 
1 
F~.,(x) = F~.(1 -x )  
-y  
Using this, (35), and (36), it can be shown that 
( inf [F~r(u)/F~,(u 
ldbA(F~, F~., +)(x) = { u~tx, q - x)] 
1, F~c(O)/F~,(1) 
i f x  #0 
i fx  = 0 
(37) 
and 
( sup [F~r(u)/F~.(1 + u - x)l 
udbA(F~, F~., +)(x) = { ue[o, xl 
(F~r(1)/F~.(O) 
i f x  # 1 
i fx  = 1 
(38) 
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(0,0,0) u 
Figure 10. The copula W. 
Similarly, it can be shown that if Y'  = -Y ,  then F~,,(x) = -F~,(1 -x ) ,  and 
so, using (33) and (34), 
ldbA(F~c, F~., - ) (x )  = 
and 
udbA(F~, F~., - ) (x )  = / 
( 
inf [F~c(u) - F~, (u  - x)]  
U~[X, 1] 
F~c(0) - F~.(1) 
i fx  ¢0  
i fx  = 0 
(39) 
sup [F~c(u ) -F~. (1  +u -x ) ]  i f x  ¢ 1 
u~t0,xl (40) 
F~¢(1) - F~.(0) i fx  = 1 
These formulas for ldb ^  and udb ^  can be seen to be slightly simpler than 
the corresponding formulas for ldb and udb [(11)-(14)]. The one disadvantage 
is the special case for x -- 0 (for + and x ) or for x -- 1 (for - and +). The 
reason these special cases are necessary becomes apparent upon inspection of 
Figure 10, which shows the copula W. When W(u, v) -- x ~ O, the values 
u and v can take are constrained by a linear relationship. However, when 
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IV(u, o) = 0, u and o can take any values within the cross-hatched region. 
When a numerical representation f the quasi-inverses i  used, these special 
cases actually disappear. 
Numerical  Representation and the Calculat ion of  Idb ^  and udb ^  
In order to use Eqs. (33)-(40) to calculate lower and upper dependency 
bounds numerically, it is necessary to have a discrete approximation to proba- 
bility distribution functions defined on a continuum. The basic approach taken 
is illustrated in Figure 11. The distribution F is approximated by lower and up- 
per discrete approximations denoted F and F,  respectively. These are formed 
by uniformly quantizing F along the vertical axis (see Fig. 11). This defines 
the points x i and -~i. For a single-valued F, x~i : )Ci+I for i -- 1 . . . . .  n - 1. 
We retain the two sets of numbers {x_i } and {~?i } for clarity. Interval-valued 
distributions (ie, lower and upper bounds on F) can result in x i # 2i+1. The 
end points are 
inf suppF = xl and sup suppF = x_n (41) 
The above approximation ofF motivates the following numerical approxima- 
tion to F ^. Both in anticipation of the exclusive use of upper and lower bounds 
(to contain both dependency and representation error) and to make the ideas 
clearer, the discrete approximations F ^ and P ^ to _F ^  and F ^ are presented 
in Figure 12. In the following discussion it is not assumed that _F A = F ^, 
although the same results do apply to this situation, which is often the case at 
the beginning of a calculation using probabilistic arithmetic. 
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F^{p} ~ " ~^  
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Figure 12. The quasi-inverse representation 
The discrete approximations P ^ and F ^ are defined by 
J~A(P) :/~^(pi), p E [Pi, Pi+I) (42) 
FA(p) = _FA(pi+l), p E [Pi, Pi+I) (43) 
for i = 0 . . . . .  N - 1. Whether the range in these definitions is [Pi, Pi+I) 
or (Pi, Pi+I] does not really make any difference; as long as one choice is 
used consistently, there are no problems. N is the number of points required 
to represent either F ^ or F^.  In Figure 12, N = 6. Note that PN = 1. The 
quantization is uniform, and so Pi = i/N for i = 0 . . . . .  N - 1. Explicit array 
representations of F ^ and P ^ suitable for computer implementation are given 
by 
PtAItil=FA(pi)=FA(N ) (44) 
and 
ff[^l[i] = _FA(pi+I) = _FA (~- )  (45) 
for i = 0 . . . . .  N - 1. Notice the different conventions used for defining F [^1 
and ftA] in terms of F_ ^  and F ^. This is necessary because of the nature of 
the approximation. Two special values worth noting are 
P[Al[0] =F^(P0)  =~e^(0) 
and 
F[AI[N - 1] = _FA(pN) = _FA(1) 
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These two values correspond to the points a and b in Figure 12. Regarding 
FIA][0], recall the convention of redefining the value of F ^ at the end points 
of the range (see the section on quasi-inverses), This convention resulted in 
FA(0) = inf supp F, and so FtAI[0] is set equal to this. 
An important advantage of this representation is that any representation error 
(difference between _F and F or between F and F)  is rigorously contained 
within the bounds. That is, it is perfectly correct o state that F < F < P 
or F ^ > F ^ > /v^, although this does not bound F as tightly as stating 
F < F < F.  By always performing any necessary rounding approximations 
in a manner such that the width between F and/~ is made larger ("outwardly 
directed rounding"), this property is preserved. This is referred to below as 
the preservation of the representation error containment property. The repre- 
sentation error for any given approximation can be made arbitrarily small by 
increasing N. The method of approximation proposed here is better than simply 
using a single function Fapprox to approximate F for which IFapprox(X) -F (x ) l  
is "small" for "most" x. 
Now that a numerical representation has been chosen, it is necessary to derive 
the appropriate formulas for ldb [A] and udb [^1, the lower and upper dependency 
bounds in terms of the numerical representation. We explicitly derive the four 
cases of the lower and upper dependency bounds for sums and 
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Since it is only required to calculate ldbt^l[i] for i = 0 . . . . .  N - 1, the special 
case for x = 0 in (33) has been avoided as we mentioned earlier was possible. 
Case (it) udbt^l(F~ 1, fit^], +) Equations (34) and (29) give 
udbA(p~,._. -^  -^ -^ Fy ,  +)(x) -- sup [Fx(u)  +Fy(x  - u)], x :# 1 
uE[0 ,x ]  
Let x = i /N  and u : j IN .  Then 
: sup [Fx  ( J )+f lY  (N  J ) ]  i 
o/~eto, im] ' N ~ 1 
Using the correspondences (44) and (45) gives 
u,tht^]¢ fztAl ~t^l (F~ l [Jl + Fry ^1 [i - j]),  ~ ~--x , - - r  ,+) [ i ]=  sup _ 
j - -0 , . . . , /  
for i = 0 . . . . .  N - 1, and the special case (x = 1) has been avoided. 
i # N (47) 
Case (iiO ldbtAl(_F~ 1, j~.trA], _)  From (39) and (29), 
ldbA(_F~, F~,, -)(x) = inf [_F~(u) - F~,(u - x)], x # 0 
uC[x ,  11 
Set x -- (i + I ) /N  and u = (j  + 1)/N.  Then 
_ Fy ,  - )  
= inf [_F~ ( JN1)  -^( JN  1 i--~V1)] 
[ ( i+ I ) /N Ic [ ( i+D/N, ] I  - -  - -  Fy  - -  
i+1  
N #0 
Using the correspondences (44) and (45), 
ldbt^l(_F~ ] Fry^I, -)[ i]  = inf (F~I [ j ]  - Fty^] U - i1) ,  i # - 1 (48) 
' j= / , . . . ,N - -  1 ~ 
which is all that is required for i = 0 . . . . .  N - 1. 
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Case (iv) udbtAl(P~ ], _F t^], - )  Using (40) and (29), 
udbA(F~c, _F~,, -)(x) = sup [F~c(u) - _F~,(u - x + 1)], x ¢ 1 
u ~[0, xl 
Setting x = i /N  and u = j /N  gives 
sup 
(j/N) E[0, i /N ]  
?~,  ( j )  ( j  i ) ]  i 
-_F~, -~+1 , ~1 
and thus 
udb[A](P~ ], F tA], - ) [ i ]  = sup (P~] [ j ]  - .F[yA][j -- i + N - 11), 
y=o,...,/ 
i ~ N (49) 
which holds for i = 0 . . . . .  N - 1. 
The analogous formulas for product and quotient are 
l dbtA l (F~] ,F  [^], x ) [ i ]  = inf (F~I [ j ]  xF[yAI[i - j+N-  11), 
j= i , .  . . ,N - -1  ~ ~ 
i ~ -1 (50) 
udbtA](f~],/4rA], X)[i] = sup ( /~][ j ]  X F[yAl[i --j]), i CN (51) 
j--0,...,i 
( -F~][j] 
ldbtAl(F~], pry^I, +)[i] = inf j=,,....N-, pt-~--i] ) i # - 1 (52) 
( P.~][J] ) 
udbtAl(P~]' "FtyAI' +)[i] = j=0,...gsup \F t , , , l t - -~T)V_  1] ' 
i ~ N (53) 
All these hold for i = 0 . . . . .  N - 1. The use and choice of b'[x A! or p~l  is 
discussed at the end of the preceding section. 
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Two significant points to note about he above formulas for ldb [^1 and udb [^ 1 
are their low computational complexity and their lack of approximation error. 
To calculate adependency bound with N points in terms of two N-point discrete 
approximations requires only O(N 2) operations. The results are free from error 
in the two senses of any representation error being rigorously bounded by F~ ! 
and F/x ^1 (see above), and the supremum and infimum operations are exact 
(compared with the numerical implementation f the formulas developed in the 
preceding section for which approximation is required). 
The final point that needs to be settled is how to generate F~ ] and Fix ^1 
from a given exact distribution Fx. This is, in fact, quite simple. One just sets 
F~.(p) = fix(P) = F~.(P) for p c [0, 1) and uses the definitions (44) and 
(45). The only difficulty is finding F.~(P) given a formula for Fx(x). While 
for some simple distributions ( uch as the uniform and triangular distributions) 
an exact formula for F~.(P) can be derived, in general one has to perform a 
numerical search. This will give F~,,(P) to any desired accuracy. This method 
is described, along with various techniques for numerically calculating Fx for 
some common distributions, in Chapter 5 of the text by Kennedy and Gentle 
[39]. Some examples are given later. When the distribution Fx has unbounded 
support, it is necessary to curtail the distribution so that p~l[0] and Fix ^1 IN -  1] 
are finite. 
Numerical Calculation of o-Convolutions 
We now examine the calculation of o-convolutions in terms of our numerical 
representation. First we determine whether for all Fx E IF_x, Fx] and Fr E 
[_Fr, Fr], 
oL(F_x, F_v) ~ OL(F x, Fr ) <_ OL(ff X, Fy) (54) 
It will be seen that this is indeed the case for arithmetic operations defined on 
~+. 
To see that (54) holds for addition and multiplication, it suffices to inspect 
the convolution relations, which can be written 
and 
fo X Fz(X) = Fx(x - t)dFy(t) 
/o x Fz(x) = Fx  dFr (t) 
respectively (Springer [40]). If Fy is considered fixed, then, since Fx > 0 
always, it is apparent that 
// F_z(X) = F_x(X - t)dFr(t) 
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is always less than or equal to Fz. Likewise for upper bounds Fx  and, by 
symmetry, for Fr as well. In the same manner it can be seen that 
/0x  Ez(X) = x dFr(t) 
is always less than or equal to Fz if Fy is considered fixed. Again by symmetry 
this holds for upper bounds and for Fy as well. Similar arguments could be used 
to show that analogous results hold for difference and quotient convolutions. In
these cases it is necessary to use the lower or upper bounds on Fx and Fr  in 
a manner similar to Eq. (29). The details are omitted. In addition to showing 
that only the lower and upper bounds on a distribution eed be considered, the 
above fact comes in useful in the "condensation" procedure that is part of the 
~[^b~[^l Fir^l). algorithm for calculating "L t--x , 
The method of calculating a~^I(F[~],F[rA])is best^l~resented in terms of 
the discrete frequency functions corresponding to _F~ '] and _Fir ^1. Thus for 
the moment we will ignore the use of lower and upper distributions, and we 
will consider the calculation of a t._^l(F~ ], F~^]). Other operations L and the 
complications of using lower and upper distributions are considered later. 
Given _Fix ^l and _Fir ^l of N points each, there are corresponding discrete 
frequency functions fx and f r  given by 
fx (x )={: /N  otherwiseifX=F-~l[i]f°rkdifferenti 
f I/N if x = FIr ^ 1 [i] for I different i 
fY (x) 
0 otherwise 
The discrete frequency function of Z = X + Y is obviously given by 
f z(x) = { o/N2 if x = F- [rAl[i] + F- [r^l[J] f°r m different palrs °f i and j
otherwise (55) 
This formula for Fz follows directly from the laws of probability and has been 
the basis for a number of methods for calculating convolutions in terms of 
discrete frequency functions (Kaplan [19]). 
We thus have the following simple algorithm for calculating FIz ^ 1 [expressed 
in the syntax of the C language (Kernighan and Ritchie [41])]: 
fo r ( /=0;  i <N;  i++){  
fo r ( j=0;  j <N;  j++){  
F[^] u r. z ' tt + j  ,N]  =F~1[i]  +Ft^]I j ] ;  
} 
} 
F ^ J, E = sortW  %; 
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F(z) l
N=4, N2=16 
F~], E 
/ 
Figure 13. The condensation procedure. 
[Al U • • [A ]E  The array F z ' is unsorted (hence the U) and is of size N 2. The array F z ' 
[A] U is the result of sorting F z ' into increasing order (the E stands for exact). 
Observe that it is quite possible for FtZAI'E[i] = FIZAI'E[j] for i # j .  This does 
not matter at all; it simply results in a bigger jump in the corresponding Fz .  
An important fact to notice is that while F~ l and Fry A] have only N points, 
[AI E F z ' has N 2. This will obviously cause severe difficulties if we intend to 
perform asequence of operations: The output of each operation will be any array 
considerably arger than its input. What is required is a method for reducing the 
size of F[z ALE tO N without introducing any error into the result. The procedure 
used to do this is called condensat ion.  
If Fz (or F~) were simply represented by a single discrete version F[z ^1, 
then it would be impossible to approximate Ftz ^ ]'E by an array of N points 
without error. However, as both lower and upper approximations are available, 
"directed rounding" can be used to produce an approximation toF[z ^1' E that is 
not in error in the sense that the quasi-inverse of the distribution is contained 
within the bounds. That is, it will be true that 
FIz AI > Ftz ^ l'e ___ F~ ~ F[z ^ ]'E > F[z ^ ] 
where the inequality is > (and not < ) because we are talking about quasi- 
inverses. The method of determining Ftz ^1 and Ftz^l is indicated in Figure 13. 
Only the procedure for the lower bound is shown there. The rule for conden- 
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_F[z^][i] = F_ [^'E I [ i  x N + N - 1] 
The analogous condensation with "upward rounding" for the upper bound is 
Ftz^I[i] = Ftz^'el[i x N] 
The overall algorithm (for the distribution of the sum of random variables) 
becomes the algorithm of Figure 14. The algorithm for products is identical 
apart from a replacement of the + on the right-hand side of lines 3 and 4 by 
a ×.  For subtraction, lines 3 and 4 become 
Ftz ^ ' Vl[i + j * N] = F~I[i]  - pt^l[j]; 
Ftz ^ ' tq[i + j • N] = Ftx^l[i ] - _Ftr^l[j]; 
The algorithm for quotients is obtained by replacing the subtraction i  the above 
two lines by a division. Some examples using these algorithms are presented 
later in this section. 
Calculation of Moments and Other Functionals 
We now consider the calculation of moments and other functionals of Fx in 
terms of F~ l and ~,~l. Using the change-of-variables r ult in lemma 4.4.6 of 
Schweizer and Sklar [33], we have 
m~ ) = x k dFx(x)  = [F~,(t)] k dt (56) 
and 
I A 
~)  = ~(x  - #x) k dFx(x)  = fo [Fx(t) -- I~x]k dt (57) 
where/~x is the mean and px = #~,). These equations can be used to calculate 
moments in terms of F~ ] and p~!  by replacing the integral by the appropriate 
summation and by realizing that we will be able to calculate only lower and 
upper bounds on the moments. Regarding the lower and upper bounds, it is 
easy to see that if 
.~k'/[i] = min(.F~][i] - ~x , / "~] [ i ]  - -#x, -F~ ][i] - / i x ,  p~l [ i ]  _ / i x )  
Mti] = max(F~x^J[i] - _~x, P~J[ i l  - ~x ,  ~F~J[ i] - / i x ,  P~3[i]  - / i x )  
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for(/ = 0; i < N;  i + +){ 
fo r ( j=0; j<N; j++){  
_Ftz '^ °l[i + j  .N]  = _F~][i] + _FIy^l[j]; 
P[^" tO[i + j . N] Pill[i] +PtrAj[j]; 
Z 
} 
} 
F Iz^,E] = sort(Ftz^, tq); 
ptz^, el = sort(Ptz ^, u]); 
fo r ( /= 0; i < N; i + +){ 
_Ftz^l[il = _Ftz^'trl[i • N + N - 11; 
Ptz^l[i ] = Ptz^'e][i • N]; 
} 
Figure 14. Algorithm for calculating the distribution of the sum of random variables. 
and M[i] = [_M[i], M[i]], then 
1 N-1  
1 N-, ~(k x) ~ ~-~(Mtil) k (58) ~)  = ~ ~ (M[i]) k and : 
i--0 i=0 
will be lower and upper bounds on /~)  for k = 2 . . . . .  The operators (.)k and 
(.)k are the interval arithmetic lower and upper bounds for exponentiation by
an integral power. If W = [_W, I~], then 
[W k, I~ k] if W > 0 or k is odd 
W k= [ff rk ,W k] i fW<0andk iseven  
[0, [WI k] if 0 E W and k is even 
where IWl = rnax(l_Wl, I ¢1) (Moore [10]). 
The use of these quations i discussed next with reference to some examples. 
Functionals other than moments could be calculated in an analogous manner. 
Examples 
As an illustration of the ideas developed above, we now present some ex- 
amples. In all of these, N, the number of sample values of the lower or upper 
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Figure 15. Numerical representation f F~, (uniform distribution on [1, 2]) with N = 50. 
The moments as calculated by Eq. (58) are # = [1.49, 1.51], 02 = [0.0737, 0.9370], 
#(3) = [-0.00501, 0.00501], and #(4) = [0.0101, 0.0152]. 
quasi-inverses, is 50. All the results presented here are outputs of computer 
programs that implement the formulas derived above. 
Figures 15 and 16 show the distributions arising from the numerical repre- 
sentation of Y and Z, respectively, where Y is uniformly distributed on [1,2] 
and Z has a Gaussian distribution with # = 4, ~ = 1 curtailed to + 30. These 
were generated by using the procedure described earlier in this section. Note 
that in each case the lower and upper distributions touch each other at the 50 
sample points. Figure 17 shows the distribution of X = Y/Z calculated using 
the algorithm for o[+ ^1 derived earlier. Notice that the lower and upper distri- 
butions no longer touch. This is due to the outwardly directed rounding in the 
condensation procedure. The magnitude of this effect can be seen from Figures 
18 and 19, where we present he distribution calculated irectly from the exact 
quasi-inverse of a triangular distribution centered at 3 with a spread of + 1, 
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Figure 16. Numerical representation of Fz, a Gaussian distribution with # = 4 and 
0 .2  = 1 that is curtailed at # + 30. It is represented with N = 50. The values of 
the moments as calculated by Eq. (58) are tt = [3.94, 4.06], o "2 ~ [0.7538, 1.3058], 
#t3~ = [-0.7243, 0.7243], and #~4~ = [1.52, 5.583]. 
and that of the distribution obtained using the algorithm for at+ ^1 for the sum of 
two uniformly distributed random variables on [1,2]. The difference between 
this representation width and the dependency width can be seen by examining 
Figure 20, where we present he lower and upper dependency bounds for the 
same calculation as for Figure 17. 
The effect of the difference between lower and upper distributions on the 
tightness of the bounds for the moments can be seen by comparing the various 
values presented. For cases such as that presented in Figure 20, the bounds on 
the moments are very loose, especially for the higher-order moments. This is 
to be expected, as one can fit a very wide range of distributions between the 
lower and upper bounds. Thus the bounds for moments would appear to be of 
little value. 
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Figure 17. Numerical representation of Fx where X = Y/Z and Y and Z are as in 
Figures 15 and 16, respectively. This was calculated using the o- convolution algorithm. 
INCORPORATING AND UPDATING DEPENDENCY INFORMATION 
General Idea 
So far it has been seen how to calculate lower and upper bounds on the 
distribution of  some arithmetic operation on random variables when it is either 
known that they are completely independent or there is no knowledge of their 
dependency. There are situations between these two extremes, however, and 
these are now considered. It will be seen that the algorithms rapidly become 
more complicated as more information is taken into account. The methods 
involved can be organized according to the following classification: 
1. Use of  the z, p, and o operations. 
2. Pairwise bounds on copulas or pairwise measures of dependence. 
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Figure 18. Numerical representation f an exact triangular distribution centered at 3 
with a spread of + 1. 
3. Pairwise joint distributions. 
4. Either joint distributions of all the variables or a combination of all the 
variables at once (rather than pairwise). 
So far in this paper we have considered only type 1. In this section, type 2 
and, in less detail, type 3 will be considered. Type 4 is discussed briefly in 
Part II of this paper. 
The fact that a lower bound on a copula C x r  other than W can be used 
to calculate dependency bounds was shown earlier. The lower bound C_xy 
could describe bounds on the dependency of some input random variables, or it 
could arise in the process of a probabilistic arithmetic alculation. Dependency 
bounds based on C_ xY  >- W are closer together than those based on IV. In this 
section we will briefly examine different lower bounds on copulas and their 
effect on the dependency bounds. We will also consider the determination and 
interpretation of lower bounds other than W. 
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Figure 19. Output of the a+-convolution algorithm for two inputs uniformly distributed 
on [1,2]. This is exactly the same as Figure 18 apart from the effect of the representation 
error in the inputs and the outwardly directed rounding in the condensation procedure. 
Interpretation of Dependencies Implied by C_ xr ~ W 
The effect of a C_x~, other than W is illustrated in Figure 21, where lower 
and upper dependency bounds for the sum of X and Y with C x r  = Tp are 
presented. Here X and Y are both uniformly distributed on [0, 1], and Tp is 
the parameterized T-norm discussed on pp. 72-73 of Ref. 33 and given by 
Tp (x, y) = [max(x p q- yP - 1, 0)] l/p, p ~ 0 
T0(x, y) = xy (59) 
fo rp  E ( -c~,  1]. This T-norm is related to W, H, andMby Tl : W, To : I/, 
and limp~_o~ Tp = M. 
While it is possible to calculate these more general dependency bounds, it 
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Figure 20. Lower and upper dependency bounds for the same calculation as for Figure 
17. The values of the moments as calculated by (58) are ~ = [0.2733, 0.5605], 02 = 
[0.00, 0.1935], #(s) = [-0.028, 0.1383], and #(4) = [0.000, 0.2025]. 
is obviously important that they have a useful interpretation and that the de- 
pendency induced by _Cx~, # W can be understood. The family of copulas 
{Tplp E ( -~ ,  1]} is in fact only one of a number of parameterized copulas 
that provide an infinite number of copulas between W and M. All these param- 
eterized copulas are in fact T-norms. [They have also been used in fuzzy set 
theory as generalized intersection operators (see, eg, Bonissone [2], Dubois and 
Prade [42], and Klement [43]).] Thus the first question we should answer is what 
probabilistic interpretation can be ascribed to copulas that are also T-norms; that 
is, what does associativity of a copula imply about the dependence of random 
variables? Schweizer and Sklar asked this question in problem 6.7.2 of Ref. 33. 
A simple argument presented by Williamson [13] shows that if a copula Cxy 
is associative and satisfies Cxy(a, a) < a Va E (0, 1) (ie, it is Archimedean), 
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Figure 2]. Lower and upper dependency bounds for the sum of two random variables 
each uniformly distributed on [0, 1] when the lower bound on their connecting copula 
is given by Tp for various p. 
then it is an increasing function of a joint distribution of independent random 
variables: Cxr(X, y) = h(Fvv(x, y)) (U and V are independent). It is not 
apparent what this means probabilistically, though. Nevertheless uch param- 
eterized copulas have been used in practice. See, for example, Clayton [44], 
Cook and Johnson [45, 46], Genest [47], Genest and Mackay [48, 49], and 
Oakes [50]. 
We are interested in these parameterized copulas for their role as lower 
bounds on the actual unknown copula. We can understand their effect to an 
extent by making use of the following result, which is given by Jogdeo [51]. 
THEOm~M 6 Let F and G be two bivariate distribution functions uch 
that F(x, y) <_ G(x, y) Vx, y E ~. Then for every pair of nondecreasing 
functions f and g defined on ~, 
cove b"(x), gO')] > covp Lt'(x), gO')] 
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where covF[f(X),g(10] is the covariance off(X) and g(Y) given that X 
and Y have joint distribution F. 
This says that stochastic ordering of F and G implies stochastic ordering of the 
associated covariances. For our purposes it allows us to say that 
COVcx,(X, Y) >_ covcx,(X,  Y) 
and so covcxr(X, Y) is a lower bound on the covariance of X and Y. By 
appropriately normalizing the covariance we can calculate lower bounds on the 
correlation coefficient of X and Y implied by C_ x r .  This gives us an intuitive 
feel for the dependence implied by C xv. 
The lower bounds on covariance can be calculated as follows. We have the 
formulas 
/?F cov(X, Y) -- [F xY(u, v) - F x(u)Fr(v)] du dv 
O0 O0 
fo'/o' = [Cxy(U, v) -uv]dFxl(u)dFyl(v) 
(see Schweizer and Wolff [36] and H6ffding [52]). If we just consider uni- 
form marginals Fx = Fr  = U0, 1, then the lower bound on the correlation 
coefficient r(x, y) is given by 
1 1 
r_(X,Y)- D(X;D(Y) fo fo (C_xy(U, v) -uv)dudv 
where D(X) is the standard eviation of X. For Fx = Fr = Uo, 1, D(X) = 
1/x /~.  This will be a lower bound on r only for uniform marginals. Other 
marginal distributions will give different results. [This is a failing of the corre- 
lation coefficient as an index of dependence; it is not invariant under transfor- 
mations of the marginals [36].) If C x r  = Tp, then 
I'/0' r_(X, Y) = 12 {[max(x p +yP - 1, 0)] 1/p -xy}dxdy ,  
= 12( t  - 
p E ( -c~,  11 
where 
1 I 
I=~o ~o [max(xP+yP-l,O]l/Pdxdy 
The integral I can be calculated exactly for p -- 1, t ~, 0, -1 ,  -2 ,  -oo  (see 
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [53]). For example, with p = -1 ,  we have x - l  +y- i  > 
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1 V(x, y) 6 [0, 1] 2 and so 
1 
! -- fo J(y)dy 
Using 2.152(1) of Ref. 53, we obtain 
f01(1 1 )-1 y2 J (y)= +- -1  dx - Y~ + - -  l ny  
y 1 - y (1 - y)2 
The integral I can be evaluated (using 4.2361 and 4.2313 of Ref. 53) to give 
[ - 7r2/3 - 3 and thus r(X,  Y) = 47r 2 - 39. The other cases are determined 
similarly, and the results are summarized in the table below: 
p r(X, Y) 
1 -1  
1 -7/15 ~ -0.4667 
0 0 
-1  471.2 -- 39 ~ 0.4784 
-2  9 - 12 In2 ~ 0.628 
-oo  l 
Bounds on other indices of dependence can also be calculated. For example, 
Genest and Mackay [48] have shown that Kendall's z is given by p/(2 -p )  
for Tp. Note that the interpretation of C_xy = II is particularly simple: it says 
that X and Y are positively quadrant dependent (see Ebrahimi [54], Esary 
and Proschan [55], Glaz and Johnson [56], Kimeldorf and Sampson [57], and 
Lehmann [58]). Statistical tests for positive quadrant dependence are considered 
by Lehmann [58]. 
Use o f  C_xy ~ W in P robab i l i s t i c  Ar i thmet ic  Ca lcu la t ions  
In order to use lower bounds on the connecting copula to calculate tighter 
dependency bounds, it is necessary to calculate the dependency arising through 
the course of a probabilistic arithmetic alculation. That is, given random vari- 
ables W, X ,  and Y, with Z = X[]Y for some arithmetic operation ,  calculate 
C_zx, _Czy, and _Czw in terms ofFx, Fy, and C_xy (compare Robbins [59]). I f  
there were other variables U, V, and so on, it would be necessary to calculate 
C_zu and C_zv, and so on. Since the calculations would be of the same form as 
those for C_zw, this is not considered further. We will consider [] = + here. 
The details for other operations are similar. 
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The joint distribution of Z and X is given by 
Fzx(Z, w) =/ /dFxy(X ,  y) (60) 
d d 
Ozw 
where Dzw is the region in the xy plane such that x + y < z and x < w (see 
Papoulis [60], pp. 201if). Thus 
w) =/ /dCxr (Fx(x) ,  Fy(y)) Fzx(Z, 
Ozw 
and so 
f f  
Czx(u, o) = ] [  dCxy(Fx(x), Fy(y)) (61) 
o~.  ~ 
This is very similar to a a-convolution. Using an argument along the lines of 
that used to prove Theorem 1, it is clear that 
C zx(U , O) = sup [Cxy(Fx(x ) ,  Fy(y ) ) ]  (62) 
x+y=F~(u) 
y <_F~ (o) 
It is possible to use C_xv rather than C xy by an argument similar to that 
used to prove Theorem 4. Equation (62) is not as complex computationaUy as 
it seems. For a start, given a value of t -- C_zx(U, v), it is easy to calculate 
Czx(U, o +~) by 
it' 
C_zx(U, v + 6) = max ~ sup [C_xv(Fx(x), Fr(Y))], C_zx(U, v)[ 
l F~(o)<y<F~(v+~5) J ~, x+y=F~(u) 
(63) 
Obviously C zY can be calculated in a similar manner. 
The calculation of C zw is rather more complicated. The joint distribution 
of Z and W is given by 
Fzw(Z, w) = / / /dFxYw(x ,  y, o) (64) 
x+y<_z 
o<~w 
This can be rewritten as 
Fzw(Z, w) = / a~(Fx, Fr; v)(z)du (65) 
J 
o~w 
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where tr~(Fx, Fy; v)(z) is simply aD(Fx, Fy)(Z) for a given v (ie, for W -- 
o). Thus 
and 
Czw(t, u) = f aD(Fx, Fy; o)(F~(t))do 
v<F~,(u) 
P 
C_zw(t, u) -- / ldbc_xr(Fx, Fy, H; o)(F~(t))do 
¢1 
o<_F~,(u) 
(66) 
where ldbc_xr(Fx, Fr, 13; v) is the lower bound on a[](Fx, Fy; o) and is 
given by 
ldb_cxy (Fx, Fy, []; q)(x) 
= ZC_xy,G[F_x( -; q), _Fy( .; q)](x) 
= rc_x~,t2[Cxw(Ex('), F_w(q)), Crw(F_r(.), Ew(q))l(x) 
= sup {C_xr[Cxw(Ex(u), Ere(q)), Crw(F_y(o), _Fw(q))]} 
U+o=X 
Upon substituting (with a few changes of variables), one obtains 
(67) 
C_zw(t, u) = f ( sup  {C_xy[C_xw(F_x(a), F_w(v)), 
v<Ffv(u ) \a+b=F~(t) 
C_yw(F_y(b), Fw(o))]}) do 
Again this is not as computationally complex as it looks because 
f 
C_zw(t, u + 8) = C_zw + [ (...)do 
dE ~,(u)<v_<Ffv(u+~) 
(68) 
where the term in parentheses on the right is the same as that in the outer 
parentheses in previous equation. The numerical implementation of this will 
introduce further complications. For instance, a numerical representation of
Cxy that fits in neatly with the representation already adopted for distribution 
functions will have to be found. Further investigation is required to determine 
the feasibility of the approach outlined here. 
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Measures of Dependence 
We have seen that different lower bounds on Cxy induce (imply) different 
values of indices of dependence ( g, the correlation coefficient). The converse 
is not necessarily true: Different values of r do not imply unique corresponding 
lower bounds on the copula. Nevertheless, because of the complexity of the 
approach outlined above it seems worthwhile to examine what effect knowledge 
of the values of different measures or indices of dependence can have on the 
result of some operation combining two or more random variables. We simply 
point to some of the literature here. 
Measures of dependence based on copulas are discussed by Schweizer and 
Wolff [36] and Wolff [61, 62]. Other types of dependence measures are numer- 
ous. See, for example, Glaz and Johnson [56], Kimeldorf and Sampson [57], 
and Sarkav and Smith [63]. Explicit consideration of the effects of convolution 
on various measures of dependence an be found in Bohrnstedt and Goldberger 
[64], Lynch et al [65], Shaked [66], Tchen [67], and Whitt [68] (this is not an 
exhaustive list). So far we have been unable to develop an appropriate method 
of dealing with operations on random variables when some dependence infor- 
mation is available. 
USE OF MIXTURES FOR NONMONOTONIC OPERATIONS 
Introduction and General Approach 
If the random variables to be combined under a division or multiplication 
operation are not sign-definite [ie, the distributions are not such that F(0) = 0 
or 1], then the required a-convolution cannot be calculated using the above 
techniques or simple modifications thereof. In such a case a new approach is 
called for, and it is this which is the subject of the present section. Because 
of the intricacy of the results so far obtained, and because of some remaining 
problems, the present section gives less detail and is more tentative than other 
sections in this paper. The general idea of handling nonmonotonic operations i
to split the operation up into monotonic segments, perform the operation, and 
then recombine the results. In the case under consideration here, this entails 
splitting the random variables involved into positive and negative parts, com- 
bining the various parts under the split operation, and then recombining. The 
basic idea we use to do this is that of a mixture. 
The process is easily explained if we restrict consideration to single-valued 
(rather than lower and upper) probability distributions that are defined in fit. 
(The numerical approximations are considered later.) Let Fx and F~, be the 
probability distributions of two random variables X and Y, neither of which is 
sign-definite. Do the following for both X and Y (expressions are given only 
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for X). Split X into positive and negative parts. If Px is the probability that X 
is positive, then 
Px = 1 - Fx(O+) (69) 
and the distributions of the parts are 
F~(x) = p~[F x(x) - Fx(0)] 
1 
Fx(x) - lxp--- [Fx(0) - Fx(x)] (70) 
for x > 0. From now on, it will be assumed that Fx and Fy are continuous 
at x = 0 and so Fx(O+) = Fx(O). There is no loss of generality in doing 
this, as it is always possible to assume that any jump at x = 0 is in fact 
due to the random variable X being a mixture of two random variables: one 
without he jump, and the other consisting solely of the jump [of the Lebesgue 
decomposition theorem (Shilov and Gurevich [69], p. 202)]. The distribution 
Fx can easily be reconstructed from F~, and F x by 
{ pxF~:(x) + (1 - Px), x > 0 
= (71)  
Fx(x) (1 - Px) - (1 - px)Fx(-X) ,  x < 0 
In order to calculate the result of a convolution or dependency bound in 
terms of the positive and negative parts, it is simply necessary to observe that 
the positive part F + is, for Z = X x Y or Z = X/Y ,  solely determined by 
o~(F +, F{:) and oE(F x ,  F f )  and that the negative I~  Fz  is solely deter- 
mined by ats(F +, F~) and au(F x, F~). Let pz denofe the probability that Z 
is positive. Then 
Pz = PxPY + (1 - px)(1 - P r )  
The parts F + and F z are given by 
(72) 
1 + + 
F~(Z) : -~z [pxp~'oEI(F x, Fr)(Z) + (1 - px)(1 - pr )a~(F~, F~-)(Z)] 
(73) 
and 
1 
Fz(z) - 1 -Pz  - -  ~x(1  - pr )a[](F +, F~)(z) + (1 - px)Pra~(F x,  F{:)(z)] 
(74) 
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for z > 0 and [] E (x,  +}. Substituting Z for X in (71) gives the formula for 
creating Fz from F + and F z . 
Complications Arising from the Use of Lower and Upper Probability 
Distributions 
The above formulas are quite straightforward. However, things become more 
complicated when the analogous formulas for lower and upper probability dis- 
tributions are considered. The corresponding formulas for (72), (70), and (71) 
are, respectively, 
P_x = 1 - Fx(0), Px = 1 - _Fx(0) (75) 
forx >0,  and 
E.~(x) = _---1 [_Fx(x) - F_x(0)l (76a) 
Px 
P~.(x) = L [F x(x) - _Fx(0)l (76b) 
Px 
1 
E x (x )  - 1 - P_x [Fx (0)  - F x ( -x ) l  (76c) 
1 
F x(X) - - -  [Fx(0) - E x(-X)] (76d) 
x /y_ l  - 
[ PxE+(x)  + (1 - Px) ,  x > 0 Ex -- (77a) 
[ 0 - ex )  - (1 - p x )Fx( -X) ,  x < 0 
I pxP~(x)  + (1 - Px ) ,  x > o 
fix(X) = (77b) 
l , (1 - _Px)  - (1 -Px )Ex( -X) ,  x < o 
Substitution of Eqs. (76) into (77) gives F_x(X) = F_x(X) and Fx(x) = Fx(x),  
as one would expect. 
It is apparent that it is possible to calculate the dependency bounds in terms 
of the positive and negative parts in the usual manner. What is not apparent, 
however, is whether such results can be combined using Eqs. (77) to give a 
meaningful result. Let us first examine how to calculate p and/~z- Remem- -Z  
bering the viewpoint adopted regarding the lower and upper distributions _Fz 
and Fz  being lower and upper approximations to a single fixed (but unknown) 
distribution Fz, it seems reasonable to define -Pz and Pz by 
P-z = min(tl, t2, t3, t4) (78a) 
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where 
ffz = max(t1, t2, t2,/4) (78b) 
tl = p xPr  + (1 - px)(1 - P_r) 
t2 = PxPY + (1 -/~x)(1 - Pr )  
t3 = P_xffy + (1 -- _px)(1 -- f ir) 
t4 = Px_Pr + (1 -- px)(1 -- p r )  
That is, not both P_x and/~x are used in any one possible choice: Px is uniquely 
defined--it is just that its value is not known. 
In order to combine the various o~'s together to give F+-z, F+z, -Fz, and 
f z ,  it must be realized that -Px is not necessarily associated with Fix. This is 
because the situations depicted in Figure 22 can occur. Thus it is necessary to 
calculate F + -+ - z ,  Fz ,  -Fz, and Fz  by 
E~(z) = _c + min[C+~x, _Py), ~+~x'  Pr) ,  ~+(/3x, P r), ~+(Px, Pv)] (79) 
where ~+(Px, Pr) = PxPrg~(F +, F~,)(z) + (1 - px)(1 - pr)gD(F x, 
F~)(z), 
f~(z )  = c "+ max[~+~x , pr ) ,  ~+~x'  Pr) ,  ~+(Px, P r), ~+(Px, Pr)] (80) 
where ~+(Px, PY) = PxPr6t~(F +, F~,)(z)+ (1 -px) (1  -p r )O~(F  x, 
F~)(z), 
_Fz(Z ) = c -  min[_~-(e_ X, p_y), -~-~-x' Pr) ,  _4'-C°x, P_r), O_-(Px, Pr)] (81) 
where ~- (Px ,  P r )  = PxPYgo(F~., F~)(z) + (1 - px)(1 - py)g~(F  x,  
F{, )(z), and 
Fz (z  ) = C'- max[~-(px , el,), ~-(/~_x' PY)' ~-(Px, er), 8-COx, Pr)] 
(82) 
where ~- (Px ,  PY) = pxPr~t~(F +,F~)(z) + (1 - px)(1 - PY) 
J[] (F x, F~)(z). In all of these formulas c is a normalizing constant such that 
Fz(oo) = 1. The ~D and ~o functionals are such that the appropriate (lower or 
upper) component of their arguments i chosen (see the sections Exclusive Use 
of Lower and Upper Bounds and Numerical Calculation of a-Convolutions). 
Some information is lost in this procedure because it is not known that Px is 
necessaOdy associated with Fx ,  etc), and thus the bounds o obtained would not 
be pointwise best possible (even ignoring the ordinary approximation error). 
Nevertheless, they would appear to be the best possible given the approach that 
has been adopted. The question whether Eqs. (77) can be used to calculate F_ z 
and Fz  from F+-z, F+z, _F~, and Fz  will be examined below. 
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Difficulties Introduced by Using the Numerical Approximations 
Unfortunately, further difficulties are introduced when the above formulas are 
implemented in terms of the numerical approximations of the distribution func- 
tions. For instance, just the splitting of the probability distribution into positive 
and negative parts causes problems because of the need to maintain the equis- 
paced quantization and the representation error confinement property. One could 
either form positive and negative parts of N points each from an N-point initial 
distribution or keep the same points (values of F~ 1 [i]), resulting in negative and 
positive parts of N -  and N + points, respectively, with N <_ N-  + N + < 2N. 
The first choice results in approximations being necessary in the form of fur- 
ther outwardly directed rounding. The second choice has been adopted here, 
although it is not without problems either. Having done this, it is necessary to 
generalize our algorithms for calculating lower and upper dependency bounds 
and o-convolutions to handle inputs of differing sizes (different numbers of 
points used in the approximations)• The appropriate quations and algorithms, 
which are presented below, were derived in a fairly straightforward but long- 
winded manner, and so the derivations are omitted. 
Let N be the number of points with which Ftz AJ is to be represented. Let M 
be the number of points used for Fix ^ l, and let P be the number of points used 
for Fry/q. This is explicitly indicated in the formulas below by writing F~'  M], 
FIr ^ 'pl, and ldb t^' NI or Ftz ^ ' NI. The dependency bounds are given by 
~-  x ' - v ' x [ i l  
(+) -- inf F ,M][j] 
j=[(i+I)M/N-l j,...,M-I X 
• F[y^,Pl[min(P_l,[ P[( i+I)M-( j+I)N+NIW] 
(83)  
( I / 0, r " u lll} 
(84) 
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Figure 22. Zllustrafion of quantities used in splitting a distribution into positive and 
negative parts, and of the reason why ~x is not always necessarily associated with Fx 
or Px with Ex. 
j= [I(i+I)M-NI/NJ,...,M_ 1
#'tr '^Pl [max(o' IP[N(j+l)-M(i+l)]])~l~'l ]}  
(85) 
j~  ..... FiM/Nq 
e~. ,, [m,° (,-,. [,,~-,~÷N~- l])]} ~6, 
hold for either + or x (or - or _ ), respectively. Equations (83)-(86) 
reduce to Fxluatiorttl (46)-(53) when M = P = N .  It is important o calculate 
the complex indtk~t expressions in the way they are written here. Otherwise 
roundoff error ¢an be a problem (because of the floor and ceiling operations). 
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L = M * P/N; 
for(/=0; i <M; i++){  
for(/' = O; j < P; j + +){ 
F t/~'MxV'tO[i.P+j]=F~'MI[i](+x)FtA'PI[j]; 
z 
~:[A'MxP'Ul[i,P+j] /~ '  MI [i] ( +X ) /~'~^' P] [j] ; 
Z 
} 
} 
F[A ,  MxP ,  E] - :  sort(Ftz^,MxV, ul); 
Z ~ 
ptz^, u ×p, el = sort(ptzA, M ×P, tq); 
for(/=0; i<N;  i++){  
F[A  NI . . . .  [A, MxP ,E] . .  z ' ltl =r_ z [t *L +L  - 1]; 
ptz^, NI [i ] = rz,~t^ , M×P,elr:t, * L]; 
} 
Figure 23. Algorithm for calculating oH convolutions. 
The only floating-point operation ecessary if the formulas are programmed as 
written here is a division. As long as floating-point division of an integer by 
one of its integer divisors gives an exact integer as a result, there should be no 
problems. 
The algorithm for calculating OEi-convolutions needs to be modified also. 
The resulting algorithm for [] E {+, x } is presented as Figure 23. This al- 
gorithm will work only if NIMP (ie, if L is an integer). Otherwise the con- 
densation procedure will have to be considerably more complex and, because 
of necessary approximations, it would be less accurate (more outwardly di- 
rected rounding would be required). The condition N IMP does not matter, 
however, because, as shall be seen below, it is natural to adopt he convention 
that N = min(M, P), and in this case the divisibility condition always holds. 
The modifications to the o~-convolution algorithm for [] E {- ,  +} are exactly 
the same. 
These formulas and algorithms give results that are not at all surprising. The 
two examples presented in Figures 24 and 25 show that the representation error 
containment property has been preserved. 
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Figure 24. Result of the numerical calculation of a o x-convolution of X and Y. The 
variable X is uniformly distributed on [2, 4], and the variable Y has a Gaussian distri- 
bution with # = 4 and o 2 = 2 and is curtailed to # + 20. In both cases Nr -~ 40. The 
thin line is for Nx = 20, and the thick line for Nx = 50. 
Numerical Algorithms for Splitting Distributions into Positive and 
Negative Parts and Recombining Them 
Having dispensed with the preliminaries, our attention can now be focused 
on the details of implementing (75)-(82). As was the case with the original 
a[]-convolution algorithm, it will be found simpler to work directly with the 
algorithms rather than attempting to determine appropriate formulas first. 
The algorithm in Figure 26 implements (75) and (76). Let N be the number 
of points in Fx, and let N + and N-  be the resulting number of points in F~c 
and F~.  Then this algorithm splits Fx  into F~c and F x . An example calculated 
with this algorithm is shown in Figure 27. In this figure the random variable 
with the distribution given in Figure 27a is split into positive and negative parts. 
This algorithm results in positive and negative parts that have a number of points 
equal to the number of points used to represent the positive and negative values 
of the original distribution. That is, if imin is the minimum value of i such that 
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Figure 25. The lower and upper dependency bounds for subtraction for the same vari- 
ables as for Figure 24. Again Ny = 40, and the two cases presented are for Nx = 20 
and Nx = 50. 
F~][ i]  > 0, then N + = N -imin, and if jmax is the maximum value o f j  such 
that p~l [ j ]  < 0, then N-  = jmax- It is often the case that N + + N-  > N 
because of the difference between P-x and/~x. 
Implementing (73) and (74) using the numerical representation is rather more 
complicated. Let us first consider how many points should be used to represent 
the results of the various oU-convolutions. Because a smaller number of points 
used to represent an input distribution results in a greater distance between the 
lower and upper output distributions (see the examples presented in Figures 24 
and 25), it makes sense to restrict he number of points used to represent the 
output o at most the minimum of the number used to represent the inputs. This 
is henceforth adopted as a convention. It means we do not use an unnecessarily 
large number of points to represent the output of a or7-convolution calculation. 
Having done this, Eqs. (73) and (74) can be considered to be simply of the 
form 
H(z) =aF(z)+bG(z) (87) 
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/* First the positive part is constructed. */ 
for(i -- 0; F~][/]  < 0; i + +); 
Px = 1 - i /N;  
for(k = 0; i < N; Fff^J[k + +] = F~][ i  + +]); 
N + = k; 
for(i = 0; P~][i]  < 0; i + +); 
P-x = 1 - i /N;  
forU = 0; j < N + - (N - i); Pf f^][ j  + +] = 0); 
whileU < N+)Pff^] U + +] = p~l  [i + +]; 
/* Now the negative part is constructed. */ 
for(i = 0; P~I[ i]  _< 0; i + +); 
N -  = i ;  
for(k = 0; i >_ 0; F-[^][k + +] = -P~] [ -  - i]); 
X 
for( /= 0; FH[ / ]  _< 0; i + +); 
x 
for(j = 0; j < N-  - i; /~x[^][j + +] = 0); 
while(j < N-)Px[^J[ j  + +] = -F~] [ -  - i l ;  
Figure 26. Algorithm for splitting a distribution function into positive and negative 
ports. 
Ignoring for the moment all the complications introduced by having all the 
above quantities interval-valued [see Eqs. (79)-(82)], the general approach used 
to calculate (87) is outlined in the algorithm of Figure 28. Here it is assumed 
that H, F, and G are all represented byN points. The idea behind the algorithm 
can be pictured in terms of a graph showing both F [^1 and G [^]. Moving along 
the x axis from the left to the right, at each step that is encountered (be it in F 
or G), an appropriate amount is added to H. The variable k keeps track of how 
high H is, and the while(t < 1/N) loop accumulates sufficient steps in F and 
G to correspond to a step in H. This algorithm is only approximate because of 
the implicit directed rounding associated with this while loop. The algorithm 
gives the correct directed rounding for the lower approximation to H. 
When all the additional complications (of a and b being interval-valued, and F 
and G being interval-valued with a different number of points used to represent 
them) are incorporated, the algorithm becomes rather more complicated. The 
details are omitted here because too much space would be required. The main 
idea used is that in (87) [or rather the interval analog (79)-(82)], in order 
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Figure 27. Example of splitting adistribution i to positive and negative parts. (a) The 
original distribution; (b), (c) the positive and negative parts, respectively. 
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Figure 27. Continued. 
to obtain the minimum or maximum at any given z, it is not necessary to 
consider the minimum or maximum obtained at some previous z. This allows 
the calculation to proceed point by point. 
The difficulties mentioned in the above two paragraphs are relatively straight- 
forward to solve when compared with those encountered in attempting to calcu- 
late Eqs. (77) numerically. At first sight it is surprising that this is the case, as 
(77) seem rather simple. The difficulties arise because of the need to represent 
_Fz and Fz by the same number of points and because of the possibility of 
a "mismatch" on either side of the x = 0 line, while all the time attempting 
to preserve the representation error containment property. No final solutions to 
this are offered here. It should be remarked, however, that this operation of 
combining the positive and negative parts of each of the lower and upper distri- 
butions need be performed only if either the combination of random variables 
being performed is the last one in an overall probabilistic arithmetic alcula- 
tion or if the following operation requires the whole distribution. The latter 
possibility is the case when the following operation is either a subtraction or 
an addition. If a given operation is to be followed by a multiplication (say), 
then there is no need to combine the positive and negative parts, as the overall 
distribution would only have to be split up again. 
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f =a/N; g=b/N; t=0;  k=i=j=O; 
while(k < N){ 
while(t < l /N){ 
if(FtAl[i] < G[AI[j]){ 
x=FH[ i++] ;  t+=f ;  
} 
else{ 
x = GtAI[j + +]; t+ = g; 
} 
) 
HIAI[k + +] =x;  t -  = 1/N; 
} 
Figure 28. Algorithm outlining eneral approach to calculation of equation (87). 
Remarks 
The use of mixtures for splitting random variables into positive and negative 
parts for calculating dependency bounds for nonmonotonic operations has been 
considered and many of the details worked out. Because of our desire to main- 
tain the representation error containment property, the algorithms have been 
more complex than they would have been otherwise. Further work is needed 
to see whether the use of mixtures can solve all the difficulties associated with 
nonmonotonic operations. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The idea of probabilistic arithmetic that would allow one to work with random 
variables in the same way that one works with ordinary numbers was introduced 
in the introductory section. It was seen that the first step in developing such 
an arithmetic was to examine ways of numerically calculating convolutions of 
distribution functions. The phenomenon of dependency error and a suggested 
manner of handling it (dependency bounds) led to a numerical representation 
of distribution functions. This representation was shown to also be suitable for 
numerically calculating ordinary convolutions. The main difference between the 
representation adopted in this paper and other methods that have been suggested 
is that the present method allows the representation error always to be bounded. 
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By the representation error containment property of the lower and upper ap- 
proximations, one always knows that the true distribution is contained within 
the lower and upper bounds. 
Not only do other methods, in comparison, have unknown errors (although 
the order of magnitude may be known), but often the combination rules are 
rather more complex than those used in this paper. An example of this is the 
H-function-based method escribed by Cook and Barnes [70], Jacobs et al [71], 
and Kellog and Barnes [72]. This method is based on the use of rules expressing 
the distribution of certain convolutions of random variables whose distribution 
functions are H-functions in terms of other H-functions (Springer [40]). Not 
only is this method restricted in the type of distributions it can handle (the 
standard parametric distributions), but its combination rules are very complex, 
and even when an answer is calculated (in terms of H-functions), a computer 
program must be used to calculate the point values of the distribution because 
its expression is so complicated. The method proposed in the present paper will 
be compared with this and other methods in WiUiamson and Downs [22]. 
While some of the groundwork has been laid for a useful probabilistic arith- 
metic, a good deal of further work is required. In addition to the specific 
points mentioned earlier (measures of dependence based on copulas, the use 
of mixtures for nonmonotonic operations, and the development of algorithms 
for implementing other operations such as log and exp), it will be necessary to 
examine methods of using the convolution and dependency bound algorithms to 
calculate the sort of results we are after (solutions of random equations). The 
appropriate point of departure for this is the consideration of algorithms that 
have been used successfully in interval arithmetic (Alefeld and Herzberger [20] 
and Moore [10]). Since interval arithmetic an be considered a very crude form 
of probabilistic arithmetic where the only information known about a distribu- 
tion is the smallest closed interval containing its support, it is hoped that ideas 
that have been useful in interval arithmetic will also be of use for more general 
probabilistic arithmetic. 
Another aspect hat deserves consideration is the acquisition of lower and 
upper approximations to distribution functions from sample data. A natural 
idea is to consider the lower and upper bounds as forming a confidence band. 
However, many problems arise with this scheme, such as whether the confidence 
region should be considered pointwise or overall and how one should combine 
the confidence levels of two distributions that are combined in the course of a 
probabilistic arithmetic alculation. Further investigation is required here. Also 
worth pursuing is the relationship between the ideas examined in this paper 
and recent ideas on uncertainty such as fuzzy set theory and generalizations of 
probability theory [eg, Dempster-Shafer theory (Shafer [11], Williams [73]). 
This is the topic of Part II of the present paper. 
It seems that the phenomenon of dependency error may turn out to be the 
biggest obstacle to a successful probabilistic arithmetic. It may be that prob- 
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abilistic arithmetic will be no better in terms of accuracy and computational 
complexity than Monte Carlo simulations followed by statistical estimation of 
the resultant probability distributions. This possible intractability of all meth- 
ods other than Monte Carlo simulation has been considered by several authors 
in the general context of probabilistic theories of physics, especially quantum 
mechanics (Cuykendall [74], Feynmann [75], Geroch and Hartle [76], and Wol- 
fram [77]). In Ref. 75, Feynmann argues that the only way to "simulate" some 
probabilistic systems is to use a probabilistic omputer. This is because deter- 
mining all the distribution functions and then integrating over those we are not 
interested in is intractable in many cases: 
For example, suppose there are variables in the system that describe the 
whole world (XA, xz)--the variables XA you're interested in, they're 
"around here"; xB are the whole result of the world. If you want o know 
the probability that something around here is happening, you would have 
to get that by integrating the total probability of all kinds of possibilities 
over XB. If we had computed this probability, we would still have to do 
the integration 
PA (XA) = f P(XA, XB) dxB 
which is a hard job! But if we have imitated the probability, it's very 
simple to do it: you don't have to do anything to do the integration, you 
simply disregard what the values of xB are, you just look at the region 
xA [75, p. 473]. 
What Feynmann is saying here is that if one calculated some complex joint distri- 
bution analytically, then in order to determine (not necessarily one-dimensional) 
marginals of this distribution it is necessary to perform the above integration. 
If, instead, the probabilistic processes have been simulated (imitated), one need 
only look at the quantities of interest; it is not necessary to integrate out the 
other variables. This is true regardless of whether the variables are independent 
or not. 
The nonlocality of physical theories can be considered to be analogous to 
dependency error arising in the course of a probabilistic arithmetic alculation. 
In such a calculation one needs to keep track explicitly of all the dependencies 
that arise due to common subexpressions, whereas in a Monte Carlo simula- 
tion these dependencies take care of themselves. The course for an improved 
probabilistic arithmetic is thus clear: it will be necessary to develop further 
methods of handling dependency error, making controlled approximations in
order to avoid intractability. Recalling Manes's result mentioned earlier [30], 
such a course may prove useful to other uncertainty calculi as well. 
In summary, then, we have developed new methods for calculating convo- 
lutions and dependency bounds for the distributions of functions of random 
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variables that are better in several respects than previously available methods. 
We have presented examples that show that the methods are feasible and readily 
implemented. We have suggested that these methods might form the basis of a 
"probabilistic arithmetic" suitable for calculating the distribution of functions 
of random variables. We have seen that the biggest obstacle to such an applica- 
tion is the phenomenon of dependency error, but we have also shown that the 
concept of dependency bounds can be used to reduce the effect of this error. 
The properties of these dependency bounds are explored further in Refs. 12 
and 13. 
Note Added in Proof: Dependency bounds for Cxy ¢ W can be calculated 
numerically using a developed technique [12] which uses additive generators to 
represent C_xy (which must be an Archimedean T-norm). 
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